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Project Background

Overview

Grand County (County) is situated in the north-central portion of Colorado, 67 miles Northwest of
Denver. Part of the Northwest All-Hazards Homeland Security Region of the State of Colorado,
the County provides services to its 13,500 residents across 1,847 square miles.
The Grand County Communications-Hot Sulphur Springs Dispatch is the Public Safety Answering
Point (PSAP) for all of Grand County and provides communication services to the Sheriff’s
Department, three Police Departments, five Fire Protection Districts, Grand County Emergency
Medical Services (EMS), Grand County Search and Rescue (SAR), and the Grand County Road &
Bridge Department. The Grand County Emergency Telephone Service Authority (GCETSA) and
member agencies jointly fund the communications center and capital improvements for public safety
communications. The PSAP handled approximately 5,700 calls to 9-1-1 in 2006 and 6,000 calls in
2007.
Due to funding challenges over the years, the GCETSA has been unable to replace aging equipment
on a regular basis. In addition, the creation of Grand County EMS and police departments in
Fraser/Winter Park and Granby in recent years has increased the need to address regional
communications. The development of this Capital Improvement Plan (CIP or Plan) is a proactive
effort in establishing stable capital funding sources for the systematic upgrade of Grand County’s
communication systems. The public safety systems covered in this Plan include:


Public Safety Radio Systems: 800 MHz Digital Trunked Radio System; Conventional
VHF/UHF Channels; Mobile Data Systems; and Voice Paging



9-1-1 Customer Premise Equipment and Related Systems: ANI/ALI Controller; Emergency
Notification Systems; Logging Recorder; Mapping Application; Master Clock; and Master
Street Address Guides Database



Dispatch Systems: Computer Aided Dispatch; Geographic Information Systems; and
Mobile Computing



Records Management Systems: Fire RMS and Law Enforcement RMS

1.2

Project Objectives

The Grand County Emergency Telephone Service Authority and public safety agencies in Grand
County desire to develop a Capital Improvement Plan that:


Considers unique public safety as well as general government communications needs for
both the short and long-term



Ensures consideration of current and emerging communications technologies



Addresses pending regulatory changes mandated by the FCC
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Examines interoperability needs both within the County and with external agencies



Identifies one-time and recurring costs for the alternatives identified



Identifies funding mechanisms for the alternatives evaluated

1.3

Grand County Public Safety Systems Priorities

During initial project stages, DELTAWRX and Grand County representatives discussed the
management priorities for Grand County public safety communication and information systems.
Six key priorities were identified: regionalized public safety efforts, operability, interoperability,
integrated systems, improved work efficiencies and higher quality service level delivery (see Table 1).
These priorities were used to compare alternatives and guide recommendations. Each of the public
safety systems has been reviewed in the context of these priorities and specific business needs for
each system were developed.
Table 1: Grand County Public Safety Systems Priorities
Business Need

Description

Regionalization

Cooperation among the first responder agencies to approach public safety from a regional
(countywide) perspective rather than isolated jurisdictional perspectives. Radio, dispatch
and records governance structures and systems should represent all agencies.

Operability

Systems provide desired functionality to meet business needs and perform according to
expected standards based on agency requirements and industry best practices.

Interoperability

Seamless voice and data communication among all first responder agency personnel as
needed and authorized throughout the county.

Integration

Integrated and interfaced complimentary systems such that, to the end user, they appear as
one system. Users do not have to use multiple systems and multiple computers to
accomplish routine work tasks.

Efficiency

Streamlined work processes, one-time data entry, auto-population of data already in the
system or an interfaced system.

Quality Service Level
Delivery

Minimized time required to respond to the correct location with the appropriate resources.

1.4

Approach

The County retained DELTAWRX, an independent management consulting firm, to assist with the
development of this Capital Improvement Plan. To initiate the project, DELTAWRX conducted a
planning workshop with key users and stakeholders. The project team established priorities and the
scope of work for the development of this plan. DELTAWRX then reviewed existing background
documents and other available materials and conducted interviews both with stakeholders within the
County and with representatives from external agencies and technology vendors. A list of personnel
interviewed is contained in Appendix A.
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We used the information gathered during our interviews and document review, our experience with
other similar projects, and our research into emerging trends and best practices to evaluate all major
public safety systems and identify business needs and requirements. We then identified and analyzed
alternatives courses of action for each public safety system. Based on the assessment of relative
costs and benefits, we provide recommendations for the system improvements. All
recommendations were reviewed by the GCETSA and public safety personnel prior to finalizing this
plan.
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Grand County Public Safety Business Needs

During interviews with DELTAWRX, public safety personnel discussed business needs that could
be met through the implementation of appropriate technology and accompanying changes in
business practices. Since personnel naturally focus on business needs that currently are not being
met, there may be additional business needs beyond those described in this plan. As such, any
plans to change technology should include a careful definition of functional requirements to ensure
that existing functionality is not overlooked. The following subsections present the business needs
defined for each public safety system.

2.1

Radio Systems

Radio systems in Grand County consist of VHF and UHF conventional repeated and simplex
channels that support public safety and general government voice and voice paging
communications. Table 2 lists local agency needs for these systems.
Table 2: Radio Communications Needs
Business Need

Description

Coverage

Service area of the radio system.

Capacity

Availability of unoccupied channels for communications.

Reliability

System uptime and ability to withstand commercial interruption and disasters.

Functionality

Features beyond basic voice communications, including encryption, caller ID, emergency
buttons, etc.

Interoperability

Inter-discipline and inter-jurisdictional communications.

Standard System
Interfaces

Ability to use desired subscriber equipment and consoles without restrictions.

2.2

9-1-1 Customer Premise Equipment and Related Systems

Nine-one-one (9-1-1) Systems include the equipment that routes calls to the nearest public safety
agency communications center. The equipment in the communications center that allows the call
takers to receive and manage incoming calls, known as Customer Premise Equipment (CPE),
includes:


The ANI/ALI controller, which provides a direct interface to the E9-1-1 trunks, Automatic
Number Identification (ANI) decoding, and Automatic Location Identification (ALI) lookup



Telephone console, which displays caller ANI/ALI information



Telephone sets, which are used by call takers to communicate with 9-1-1 callers

Related systems include:
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The Master Street Address Guide database, which cross-references every assigned telephone
number, subscriber address and block number ranges for every street in every jurisdiction



Logging Recorders, which time stamp, record and replay 9-1-1 calls and radio transmissions



Master Clock, which time synchronizes all PSAP equipment and systems



Mapping Applications, which provide a visual display of incoming caller location



Emergency Notification Systems, which use reverse 9-1-1 call capabilities to send mass
notifications to the public or other defined group

9-1-1 business needs emphasize integrated systems to facilitate the rapid handling of incoming 9-1-1
calls and dispatch of resources to the correct location. Table 3 lists 9-1-1 system business needs, as
defined both by Grand County personnel and by National Emergency Number Association
(NENA) standards.
Table 3: 9-1-1 System Business Needs
Business Need

Description

Accurate MSAG

County, local agencies and the MSAG provider (Intrado) work together to maintain a
current and accurate MSAG database.

ANI/ALI Display

Accurate ANI/ALI information is displayed on telephone console.

CAD Interface

Automatic population of ANI/ALI information from incoming 9-1-1 calls into
corresponding CAD fields.

Recorder Interface

Incoming calls are time stamped and recorded on the logging recorder.

Recorder Playback

Logging recorder can simultaneously record and playback calls.

Call Data Capture

Application to capture call-taking data, including incoming calls, abandoned calls, call
source, call type, transferred calls, answering time, call time and other related data.

Accurate Call Data

All incoming calls, abandoned calls, transferred calls and cancelled calls are accurately
tracked for agency billing and record keeping.

Integrated Mapping

Calls are visually placed on a map, preferably one integrated with CAD application.

Time Synchronization

All communications center equipment is linked to a master clock for the purpose of
synchronizing time and date stamps.

Next Generation 9-1-1
Capabilities

Communications Center is positioned to take advantage of Next Generation 9-1-1
capabilities when they become available.

Radio ConsoleTelephone Set
Interface

Call taker/dispatcher can wear one headset for managing both telephone calls and radio
traffic.

TTY/TDD Interface

Call takers can detect and manage calls from telecommunications devices for the deaf.

Reverse 9-1-1

Provide mass notifications to residents and businesses on a regional basis.

Phase I Compliance

Allow call taker to see a wireless caller’s call-back number and cell sector location.

Phase II Compliance

Allow call taker to see a wireless caller’s call-back number and the approximate
geographic coordinates for location within a few hundred feet.

Sustainability During
PBX Failure

Continue to allow incoming 9-1-1 calls in the absence or failure of the local PBX
telephone system.

Local Redundancy

If equipment at one console fails, the other consoles continue operations.
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Dispatch Systems

Dispatchers are one of the most constrained resources in the current flow of communications.
Either one or two dispatchers on duty must manage incoming calls, radio, paging, incident status,
unit status, and dispatch and NCIC/CCIC queries. As most of these systems operate independently,
dispatchers are required to act as a manual interface while multi-tasking to address urgent issues. As
such, the most important needs identified by dispatch relate to increased work efficiency through
improved CAD capabilities and better integration of related systems to improve service delivery.
Table 4 lists dispatch needs as they pertain to the CAD systems.
Table 4: Dispatcher CAD System Business Needs
Business Need

Description

E9-1-1 Interface

Permit automatic population of ANI/ALI information from incoming 9-1-1 calls into
corresponding CAD fields.

Integrated Mapping

Display incident and unit locations, as well as agency-defined map layers, such as service
jurisdiction.

Address Verification

Use of a map-based, rather than table-based geofile. Verify addresses based on CAD
geofile, rather than MSAG database.

Unit
Recommendations

Automatic generation of unit and jurisdictional recommendations based on incident
location and type.

Integrated Paging

Business rules integrated into CAD and tied to automatic unit recommendation so that
units can be paged from within CAD.

CCIC/NCIC Interface

Conduct queries from within CAD and attach query returns to incidents.

Update Call Types

Update call types as more information regarding an incident is gathered. Capture changes
in audit trail.

Associate Multiple
Units with One Call

Associate primary and backup units with one call. Associate units from multiple agencies
with one call.

Unit Preemption

Release a unit from a call while placing the unit on another call. Assign new unit to
original call or hold original call until preempted unit clears from new call. Track all
activity in audit trail

Local police departments, the fire districts and EMS expressed concern regarding the lack of access
to dispatch and incident information. Analysis of such data could improve service delivery, both
during the incident and after incident closure. Table 5 lists first responder business needs as they
pertain to the CAD systems.
Table 5: First Responder CAD Business Needs
Business Need

Description

Remote CAD Access

Allow remote incident monitoring and remote query capabilities. Monitor units remotely.

Access to CAD Data

Access to CAD data, including accurate calls for service reports with accurate time stamps
and detailed listing of cancelled calls, for analytical purposes.

Ad Hoc Reporting

Generate, without technical assistance, reports on any CAD data field.

Analytical Capabilities

Ability to access CAD data for crime analysis, fire incident analysis, response time analysis
and cost allocation decisions.
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Business Need

Description

Mobile Computing

Mobile computing and silent dispatch capabilities for law enforcement agencies. With
remote access, officers will have an alternative means of accessing information or
querying NCIC when dispatchers are busy or unavailable. Mobile computing also allows
for silent messaging among first responders, both within an agency and across agencies.

Detailed and Accurate
Time Stamps

Detailed and accurate time stamps that include appropriate fire and EMS run times (e.g.,
en route to hospital, staging, etc.). Time stamp accuracy is often improved with mobile
computing capabilities when first responders update their own statuses.

Station Dispatch
Printouts

Dispatches sent to station printers (e.g., fire “rip and run sheets”).

Capture All Activity in
CAD

All law enforcement, fire and EMS activities, including administrative and non-emergency
activities, are captured in CAD.

Audit Trails

Track all CAD activity in an audit log. Entries should be date and time stamped and
include, at a minimum, new entries, queries, modifications, deletions, etc.

The ability for dispatchers to track asset location with automated vehicle location (AVL) or for units
to track themselves and other first responders were not identified as regional business needs. As the
needs listed in the tables above are addressed, AVL may become a more important need in the
future.

2.4

Law Enforcement Records Management Systems

Although all law enforcement agencies expressed general satisfaction with their current records
management system, the agencies did identify business needs not met by the existing systems,
especially as they pertain to regionalization, system integration and efficiencies afforded by reducing
redundant data entry. Table 6 lists law enforcement needs as they pertain to the Law RMS
applications.
Table 6: Law Enforcement Records Management Business Needs
Business Need

Description

Information Sharing

All law enforcement agencies recognized the operational benefits of sharing data across
agencies.

CAD Interface

Incident closure would initiate appropriate incident reports. Automatically populate RMS
fields with core incident data. The interface would improve data accuracy and eliminate
multiple entry events.

Integrated Jail
Management

Manage 35 bed jail facility, including booking and release, inmate tracking, sentencing,
events, programs, medical, commissary, and visitors.

Auto-Population

Automatic population of reports with information already in the system or in
complementary systems (e.g., warrantless affidavit information populates incident report).

Accurate and Timely
UCR Reporting

Automatically generate accurate and timely UCR reports for submission to the state and
for public release.

Parsed Data Fields

Multiple fields to capture name and address components (e.g., last, middle, first names
and street numbers, street names, prefixes and suffixes, zip code)

Ad Hoc Reporting

Generate, without technical assistance, reports on any CAD data field.

Remote RMS Access

Query RMS from remote locations, including from vehicles.

Field Reporting

Write citations and reports in vehicles. Upload wirelessly or via data transfer device (e.g.,
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Description
USB drive) to RMS. Print citations in vehicles.
Two-way NCIC/CCIC interface that provides query access from any computer on the
system, from mobile computers and from within various RMS modules, as well as the
ability to submit information directly to NCIC/CCIC from within the RMS.

Fire Records Management Systems

All of Grand County Fire Districts rely heavily on volunteer firefighters. East Grand and Grand
Lake Fire employ the largest number of career firefighters with six and five staff, respectively. With
constrained resources to manage fire administrative needs, efficiency is a high business priority. A
computerized records management system must be easy to learn and use. Although particular
business needs vary from district to district, commonalities do exist. Table 7 describes fire district
business needs as they pertain to Fire RMS applications.
Table 7: Fire Records Management Business Needs
Business Need

Description

NFIRS Reporting

Create NFIRS reports for submission to the state. Verify and validate reports prior to
submission.

CAD Interface

An NFIRS report is created upon closure of a call for service.
Any incident data required for NFIRS reporting automatically populates corresponding
NFIRS report fields.
Reconciliation of calls for service with NFIRS reports created.

Field Inspections

Collect inspection, occupancy and hazmat information while in the field for upload into
fire RMS.

Pre-Planning

Document drawings, fire planning information (sprinkler, hydrant location, occupancy
data, etc.) associated with a building and/or address.
Ability to access other Districts’ information to support mutual aid operations.

Fire Prevention

Track fire prevention activities, including follow-up and feedback.

Training

Schedule and track training activities. Manage certifications and link to personnel.

Hydrants

Document location and flow capacity of hydrants. Schedule and track testing and
maintenance.
Ability to access other Districts’ information to support mutual aid operations.

Asset Management

Track apparatus, equipment and inventory, as well as maintenance and testing of assets.

Personnel

Track basic personnel information, including contact information, years of service,
certifications, rank or status, and schedule.
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Existing Systems Assessment

This section describes systems that currently support radio communications, 9-1-1 service, dispatch
services, and records management in Grand County. As previously mentioned, law enforcement
agencies include the Grand County Sheriff’s Office, Fraser/Winter Park Police Department (PD),
Kremmling PD and Granby PD. Grand County local fire service agencies are divided into five Fire
Protection Districts (FPD): East Grand FPD, Grand District 1 (Granby FPD), Grand Lake FPD,
Hot Sulphur Springs-Parshall FPD, and Kremmling FPD (see Figure 1). The remainder of the
County is primarily under jurisdiction of the U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land
Management. All ambulance services are provided by Grand County EMS.
Figure 1: Fire Districts in Grand County

The Hot Sulphur Springs communications center is managed by the Sheriff’s Department and is
generally staffed with one to two dispatchers, who are responsible for managing 9-1-1 calls and all
public safety dispatching in the County.

3.1

Radio Systems

Most of the local public safety agencies use analog, wideband VHF voice systems as their primary
form of voice radio communications. Each VHF system is a single-site, half-duplex channel pair,
with the exception of the EMS system, which uses both a UHF and a VHF half-duplex channel.
Most of the VHF channels are interconnected to dispatch by radio frequency control channels. A
microwave link that is over 20 years old connects the Grouse Mountain site and the
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communications center. Figure 2 shows the six primary public safety radio sites and the associated
channels (in parentheses) that are used in Grand County.
Figure 2: VHF Sites and Channels

In addition to the VHF network, Grand County EMS also uses a UHF system to communicate
internally as well as with Kremmling Memorial Hospital and local clinics. Several sites from the
Statewide Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS) provide service in the County. However, no
agencies currently use this as their primary radio system. EMS personnel use DTRS radios when
outside of the County, finding the DTRS system coverage on statewide highways particularly useful.
Coverage maps for VHF radio systems, the DTRS network, and the commercial mobile data
network can be found in Appendix B. Table 8 below shows the radio channels used by local
agencies. The last column, Coverage Map, references maps depicting mobile talk-out coverage for
the voice channels or portable talk-out coverage for the paging channels.
Table 8: Primary VHF Channels
Primary Users

Site

Receive (MHz)

Transmit
(MHz)

Coverage Map

SO White

Law

S. Cottonwood

153.920

155.940

Figure 4

SO West

Law

Wolford
Mountain

158.730

154.800

Figure 6

SO East

Law

East Grand Fire

159.000

151.295

Figure 8

Law

Mount Chauncey

155.715

153.815

Figure 10

Fire & EMS

N. Cottonwood

153.995

155.115

Figure 13

Channel

SO Blue
Paging (Table)
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Primary Users

Site

Receive (MHz)

Transmit
(MHz)

Coverage Map

Paging
(Grouse)

Fire & EMS

Grouse Mtn.

153.995

155.115

Figure 14

Paging
(Emergency)

Fire & EMS

S. Cottonwood

153.995

155.115

Figure 15

Channel

Public Safety

All

S. Cottonwood

158.820

155.685

Figure 4

EMS

EMS

N. Cottonwood

156.075

151.206

Figure 16

R&B

Road & Bridge

Mt. Chauncey

151.010

156.165

Figure 18

Search &
Rescue

N. Cottonwood

158.940

153.875

Figure 20

SAR

Law enforcement departments operate 90 portable (handheld) and 50 mobile (vehicular) VHF
radios. The five fire districts operate approximately 130 portable and 60 mobile VHF radios, as well
as approximately 200 voice pagers. EMS operates 20 mobile and eight portable VHF radios, 15
mobile and 30 portable UHF radios, and 12 mobile 800 MHz radios. SAR operates 15 mobile and
50 portable radios and the Road & Bridge Department operates 70 mobile and 25 portable radios.
The most significant issue to law enforcement users is the lack of sufficient coverage from the
channels. Outdoors, portable talk-in (countywide) coverage of SO White, SO West, SO East and
SO Blue is spotty in many regions, and is estimated be 35%, 33%, 11% and 27%, respectively (see
Figure 5 – Figure 11, Appendix B). Mobile talk-out (countywide) coverage of these same channels is
much higher at 68%, 59%, 30%, and 54%, respectively. Radio coverage also deteriorates in canyons,
particularly on Highway 125 and in Byers Canyon. In addition, coverage decreases significantly near
the borders of the County.
Another significant issue is the occasional lack of dispatcher availability to field officers. Officers
rely on radio communications for receiving and sending dispatch information, running persons and
property queries and for officer safety. When a dispatcher is not available, officers’ access to
information is limited. While call volumes are typically low, there are occasions when dispatchers
become inundated from servicing multiple events.
The dispatch and coverage operational issues are related. Single radio sites cannot provide adequate
coverage to all law enforcement agencies. Additional sites, such as SO East and West, have been
added to improve coverage, but at the same time have increased operational difficulties among
officers and dispatchers as they struggle to identify appropriate talk channels for different situations.
Agencies are presently working on improved operating procedures and potential dispatch staffing
changes to help address these issues.
Radio communications have historically suffered from instances of poor reliability. Until their
batteries were recently replaced, the solar powered sites, namely, South Cottonwood, Wolford
Mountain and Mt. Chauncey, were less reliable. Anecdotal reports also indicate that
communications can be slightly compromised by snow or bad weather. In addition, users noted that
there is a small delay of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 seconds on some VHF channels, particularly on SO
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East. This delay has caused some confusion among newer personnel and responders from other
jurisdictions.
Law enforcement personnel expressed a desire for better functionality including encryption, unit ID,
and an emergency button on their radios. As of today, communications on most channels, such as
SO White, are not secure. Anyone, including criminals, can listen to communications on SO White
with a basic radio scanner. Users noted that having talkgroups (as are available with a trunked
system) would likely enhance interagency communications. Unit ID and an emergency button can
also provide benefits: Unit ID, like Caller ID, identifies the radio caller even when voice is garbled;
and emergency buttons provide a quick and reliable request for assistance coupled with automatic
radio location of GPS-enabled radios and trigger of alarms in dispatch.
Fire and EMS personnel are dispatched by two-tone selective voice pages from two primary sites
and a third backup site. As with the voice radio systems, one site does not provide sufficient
coverage in the County. Because multiple sites are used, dispatchers must manually send pages from
more than one site depending on the jurisdiction of the responding agency. Out of area responders
will not receive the dispatch page.
The most important issue raised by fire districts was the need for a reliable paging system. Users
noted that paging transmissions have been unreliable in numerous regions, but particularly around
Columbine Lake, and the Towns of Parshall and Grand Lake. The two main paging sites, North
Cottonwood and Grouse Mountain, provide 34% and 38% coverage of the County, respectively.
Furthermore, there is no paging coverage throughout the rural regions and outside of the County,
where many of volunteer firefighters live. Coverage is particularly poor in the northern and eastern
parts of the County. Some personnel noted that a commercial text paging service as a secondary
option may help alleviate some problems.
Most fire agencies supplement communications with simplex, talk-around channels to facilitate
communications in buildings and in rural areas and many also have a repeated channel covering their
service area. Personnel also noted that coverage of Public Safety, the primary voice radio channel
used for incident response, is adequate or good in most regions, despite the limited coverage
footprint of the channel.
Table 9 summarizes the ability of current radio systems to meet identified functional business needs.
Table 9: Radio System Assessment
Business Need

Ability of Radio System to Meet Business Need

Coverage

Portable radios have poor or spotty coverage in several areas.* Coverage degrades as
users move away from the center of the County.
Although mobile coverage on these same channels is much higher,** radio coverage also
deteriorates in canyons, particularly on Highway 125 and in Byers Canyon and as County
borders are approached.
Operational difficulties associated with channel changing and dispatcher access.

Capacity

Capacity is sufficient
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Business Need

Ability of Radio System to Meet Business Need

Reliability

Delays and interference have been experienced on some channels.
Reliability compromised when batteries not replaced regularly on solar powered sites
(South Cottonwood, Wolford Mountain and Mt. Chauncey radio sites).
Anecdotal reports indicate that communications can be compromised by snow or bad
weather.
Users noted that there is a small delay of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 second on some VHF
channels, particularly on SO East. This delay has caused some confusion among newer
personnel and responders from other jurisdictions.

Functionality

Basic voice functionality is adequate.
Law enforcement desires encrypted communications, which is currently not available.

Interoperability

Local interoperability with shared VHF channels. Regional interoperability is limited and
is an unmet need. Agencies considered for interoperability are listed in Appendix C.

Standard System
Interfaces

Systems currently operate on analog standards. Users need to narrowband all analog
systems by 2013.

* Coverage estimates for portable talk-in are: 35% (SO White); 33% (SO West); 11% (SO East); and 27% (SO Blue).
** Coverage estimates for mobile talk-out are: 68% (SO White); 59% (SO West); 30%, (SO East) and 54% (SO Blue).

Mobile Data
The Fraser/Winter Park Police Department is the only law enforcement agency currently using
mobile data communications. It owns and operates the five Panasonic Mobile Data Computers
(MDCs) that officers use in their patrol vehicles to access e-mail and online law enforcement
databases. The MDCs use network cards to facilitate data communications over Verizon’s
Evolution-Data Optimized (EV-DO) broadband network.
Coverage of this network is generally good (see Figure 24, Appendix B), with less coverage in the far
western, southern and northern areas of the County Users of this system expressed a desire for
integrated CAD functionality on the MDCs. In addition, officers desire to have Wi-Fi access points
as a means to enhance wireless data transmissions on their MDCs. Field reports are not typically
uploaded over the wireless network for fear of lost data due to sometimes unreliable coverage.

3.2

9-1-1 CPE and Related Systems

Emergency 9-1-1 calls are directed to the Grand County Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) by
QWEST, the local exchange carrier. The Grand County PSAP has four dedicated 9-1-1 trunks
connected to the Capitol Hill and Broomfield tandems. QWEST maintains phone number (ANI)
and location (ALI) identification tables for call routing. A private company, Intrado, maintains the
Master Street Address Guide (MSAG), which validates phone number and location information and
directs calls to the proper Emergency Service Number. The County and QWEST provide Intrado
with street address updates.
The PSAP CPE includes the Positron Life Line 100 ANI/ALI controller and the IAP Plus
telephone set (telephone console and head set), as well as Positron’s Power MAP application for
visual display of incoming 9-1-1 calls. This system, which sustains emergency call-taking functions
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in the absence or failure of the local PBX system, connects directly to QWEST. Each of the two
call-taking positions at the PSAP operates independently and is equipped with a Life Line module
and IAP Plus telephone set, offering local redundancy for call-taking operations. A third back-up
call-taking console is located at the jail. The Life Line system is capable of receiving Enhanced 9-1-1
(E9-1-1) calls, although the display capabilities are not map-based. East Grand Fire Protection
District serves as a back-up and/or overflow PSAP for the County as well as for neighboring
Summit County. East Grand Fire does not have Positron equipment, trained call-taking staff or any
other dispatch applications, although it does have the ability to transmit voice pages to fire district
personnel throughout the County.
The Life Line 100 is physically connected to both the call display mapping application (Positron
Power MAP) and the Sleuth Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system, each of which reside on a
different computer. The Power MAP application should automatically display the location of the
caller. Dispatchers report, however, that calls appear on the map only occasionally on one of the
call taker consoles and not at all on the other position. Positron was unaware of the map display
problem and, when informed, suggested that Grand County contact QWEST, which provides CPE
maintenance for Positron CPE products in Colorado PSAPs. Positron did note that an update to
the Power MAP version that the county owns is available at no cost before June 2009.
The Life Line 100 and IAP Plus telephone set interfaces with the Dictaphone logging recorder to
time stamp and record incoming calls. The logging recorder can simultaneously record and play
back calls.
The telephone set is an analog-based system that is not longer supported by Positron, which is
replacing the analog telephone sets with a digital based server-console configuration and wireless
head sets. The telephone set is not integrated with the radio console, requiring the dispatchers to
manage the two systems from separate computer consoles. Recent technological developments
provide for integrated and intelligent workstations that provide on-screen handling of both radio
and telephone calls simultaneously and from one headset. This functionality is especially important
in small communications centers where the same person handles both the call taking and the
dispatch functions.
The Life Line interface to CAD should allow for automatic population of call records. Although
Grand County purchased the Life Line interface, it disabled the interface when it was found to
degrade CAD performance, to the point where the CAD system was unusable.
The Lifeline 100 controller can handle Phase I and Phase II E9-1-1 calls, and display the call
locations on Power MAP. All cellular providers operating in the County are compliant with Phase I
of the Enhanced 9-1-1 selective routing requirements for wireless service providers. This allows the
caller’s telephone number and the location (address and the latitude/longitude) of the receiving cell
tower, or cell sector centroid in the case of Sprint, to be sent to the PSAP. To enable this
functionality, Grand County must work with each wireless service provider to ensure the proper
routing of information. Although Grand County has not initiated developing Phase I capabilities
with the cell carriers, it has imminent plans to do so.
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Emerging internet-based technologies now enable new methods of requesting emergency services.
Some services providing voice-over-internet protocol (VOIP) have registered with the local carrier
to provide emergency calling capabilities that work with the existing 9-1-1 system architecture.
However, roaming devices using a VOIP connection as well as text messaging services do not
properly allow for number and location verification at PSAPs. A new internet-based network
architecture known as Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG 9-1-1) and new NENA standards are under
development to incorporate these new forms of emergency service requests. With no coordinated
effort at the state level, the deployment of NG 9-1-1 infrastructure in Colorado is at least several
years away. QWEST will approach the GCETSA when it has plans are to further develop the
deployment of NG 9-1-1 systems.
In addition to receiving 9-1-1 calls, the communications center has a reverse 9-1-1 service provided
by Intrado, with whom the County recently extended its contract for three years. Reverse 9-1-1
allows the communication center to send information to local residents via their telephone. An
application by CodeRED allows residents to register cellular phone numbers for reverse 9-1-1
service. Although the County does not use the service, CodeRED also provides first responder
paging capabilities.
Grand County lacks two critical communications center components: a master clock to synchronize
all systems and a database application to capture call data. A master clock would provide for
accurate time stamps that are coordinated not only among communications center components but
among all information system applications. In the past, a separate application, usually called MIS,
was required to capture call data.
Table 10 (below) summarizes the previous discussion on the ability of the current CPE and related
systems to meet the communications center business needs.
Table 10: Customer Premise Equipment Assessment
Business Need

Ability of CPE to Meet Business Needs

Accurate MSAG

Maintained by Intrado, which receives updates from QWEST and the County. Unknown
whether the MSAG is up-to-date.

ANI/ALI Display

Positron Life Line 100 sends ANI/ALI information to the IAP Plus telephone console,
where it is displayed. The CPE equipment is dated; Positron no longer supports the IAP
headset, which is based on obsolete analog technology. Although the Positron Life Line
is not the most current ANI/ALI console, it is still supported and used widely throughout
the industry.

CAD Interface

CAD interface purchased but not implemented due to performance issues. Source of
performance degradation unknown.

Logging Recorder
Interface

Incoming calls are time stamped and recorded on the logging recorder, but time clock is
not synchronized with other communications center systems.

Logging Recorder
Playback

Dictaphone logging recorder can simultaneously record and playback calls.

Call Data Capture

Positron Life Line 100 does not offer call date capture functionality and County does not
have alternative solution.
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Business Need

Ability of CPE to Meet Business Needs

Accurate Call Data

Agencies are billed on approximate calls. Fire Districts are billed for cancelled runs. Law
enforcement agencies are not billed for self-initiated calls.

Integrated Mapping

Calls do not display on map at one console and display sporadically at the other console.
Source of performance degradation unknown.
Upgrade available at no cost before June 2009. No mapping integrated into CAD
application.

Time Synchronization

Communications center equipment is not linked to a master clock for the purpose of
synchronizing time and date stamps.

Next Generation 9-1-1
Capabilities

Positron Life Line 100 does not provide NG 9-1-1 capabilities.

Radio Console Telephone Set
Interface

Call taker/dispatcher manages radio traffic and phone traffic separately.

TTY/TDD Interface

Functionality is integrated into IAP Plus telephone set.

Reverse 9-1-1

Able to provide mass notifications to groups of 9-1-1 customers via reverse 9-1-1
capabilities.

Phase I Compliance

Equipment can accommodate Phase I calls, but the County has not initiated the process
of becoming Phase I compliant.

Phase II Compliance

Equipment can accommodate Phase II calls, but the County has not initiated the process
of becoming Phase II compliant.

Sustainability During
PBX Failure

Continue to allow incoming 9-1-1 calls in the absence or failure of the local PBX system.

Local Redundancy

Each call taking position is equipped with a Life Line telephone set

3.3

Dispatch Systems

Grand County Sheriff’s Office dispatches all local public safety departments in the County from the
consolidated communications center located at the Grand County Sheriff’s Office (GCSO) in Hot
Sulphur Springs. The PSAP transfers calls requiring service from the Colorado State Patrol, Rocky
Mountain National Park Rangers or U.S. Forest Service to their respective dispatch centers.
The communications center is equipped for two dual purpose call taking and dispatching positions,
and is staffed with either one or two dispatchers depending on the expected call volume. Each
position is equipped with five display systems: the Positron Life Line 100 module, a Computer
Aided Dispatch (CAD) application, the Positron Power MAP mapping application, a Colorado
Criminal Information Center (CCIC) and Department of Revenue database access terminal and a
Motorola radio console. Except for the Life Line connections explained in the previous section,
each of these applications is independent and runs as a separate stand-alone system.
Grand County’s CAD provider is Sleuth. The implemented CAD is not a fully-functioning CAD,
but rather a module within the Sheriff’s Records Management System (RMS). Grand County has
purchased, but not implemented, the fully-functioning, stand-alone CAD application. The Sheriff’s
Department was using the Sleuth RMS at the time it took over dispatch operations from the State
and subsequently used the Sleuth CAD module for its dispatching services.
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Benefits of the current CAD primarily are related to its integration with the Sleuth RMS product (it
shares a Master Name Index with the RMS) and the relative ease with which users can query the
system. At the same time, the Sleuth CAD is not meeting a number of County business needs, as
shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Dispatch System Assessment
Business Need

Ability of Dispatch Systems to Meet Business Needs

E9-1-1 Interface

Interface purchased but not implemented due to performance issues.

Integrated Mapping

CAD interfaces with the Positron Power MAP mapping application to graphically show
incident locations after the call taker/dispatcher has manually entered the location into
CAD. Integrated mapping, a common feature of modern CAD systems, is not available
in the version of Sleuth used by the County.

Address Verification

Geofile is table-driven, rather than map-driven. Street and organization names are
duplicated in different forms (e.g., 1st St. and First Street) and emergency service
jurisdictions are not identified. There is no automatic exception report generated for
address overrides.

Unit Recommendations

Automated unit or station recommendations are not generated for response to incidents
based on call type or jurisdiction. First responders report occasions when the wrong fire
district has been paged.

Integrated Paging

Two-tone sequential selective calling (voice paging), which is the primary means of
dispatching fire districts and ambulances, is not an integrated CAD function. A standalone paging system is used to transmit district-specific tones.

CCIC/NCIC Interface

CCIC/NCIC queries are conducted in a separate system that is not integrated into CAD.
Query returns cannot be attached to incident comments.

Remote CAD Access

A remote client application or CAD-web service that allows internet-connected
computers to connect to a subset of CAD functionality is not available.

Access to CAD Data

It is cumbersome to query CAD or download CAD data into a format useful for data
manipulation.

Ad Hoc Reporting

The standard CAD reports are difficult to read and many useful data types are absent. In
addition, administrators have found that custom reports are difficult to generate.

Analytical Capabilities

The Statistics program in Sleuth produces different calls for service numbers from the
Reports program. The Sheriff’s Department must make assumptions to administer the
cost allocation of dispatch services.
Crime and fire response analysis is difficult to conduct as a result of the difficulty in
accessing data, the limited information included in reports and the lack of confidence in
time stamp data.

Mobile Computing

The County has not implemented a mobile computing application. Fraser/Winter Park is
the only agency poised to implement a mobile computing application; mobile computers
would need to be purchased for other participating law enforcement agencies.

Detailed and Accurate
Time Stamps

Time stamps are manually entered through dispatcher input and can vary as well as be
inconsistent with times recorded by pagers and in field notes. Inconsistent time stamps
can be problematic both from an administrative perspective when an incident requires
review and from an operational perspective when uncertainty in event timing makes it
difficult to generate incident reports.

Station Dispatch
Printouts
Capture All Activity in
CAD

The current CAD does not automatically send dispatch data to station printers.
Not all law enforcement activity is adequately captured in CAD. Officer initiated events,
such as traffic stops, are only included as notes of radio messages and are not formally
logged as calls for service.
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Business Need

Ability of Dispatch Systems to Meet Business Needs

Update Call Types

Dispatchers cannot make changes to call types after the initial event has been entered.

Associate Multiple
Units with One Call

Only one responding unit can be associated with a call for service, so dispatchers create
multiple calls for one incident with multiple responders. Dispatchers are not able to link
or reference the calls. Sleuth indicates that this functionality is possible and suggested that
training might be warranted.

Unit Preemption

Units initially assigned to a call for service cannot be preempted. When a responder is
removed from a call and replaced with a new responder there is no CAD record of the
new responder.

Audit Trails

Existing system has limited audit trail capabilities. For example, data on a closed call can
be changed and the audit trail capability does not track these changes.

In addition to the functional limitations described above, the Sleuth CAD module has technical
limitations. The application is written on an antiquated FoxPro platform and has suffered from
application bugs that impede system performance from time to time. Vendor support to assist the
County with technical problems has been limited, although the Sheriff’s Department does have a
long standing relationship with Sleuth from the Department’s use of the RMS.
The lack of service for the CAD module is in part due to the absence of a maintenance agreement
with Sleuth. Most CAD systems require some level of routine maintenance and upgrades to sustain
interfaces with external systems and the County should consider such an agreement should it decide
to upgrade or replace its dispatch software.
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Law Enforcement Records Management Systems

The four law enforcement departments use three different applications to record, track, manage and
report agency data. The Sheriff’s Office uses Sleuth, the Fraser/Winter Park Police Department uses
CrimeStar, and the Kremmling Police Department uses Xpediter. As shown in Table 12, every law
enforcement department is using RMS functionality suited to its individual needs and preferences.
Table 12: Local Law RMS Application Use
GCSO
(Sleuth)

Fraser/WP PD
(CrimeStar)

Granby PD
(CrimeStar)

Kremmling PD
(Xpediter)

Incident

X

X

X

X

Civil

X

Citation

X

X

Property

X

X

Master Indices

X

X

Vehicles

X

X

Arrest

X

Jail Management

X

Accident

X

X

UCR Reports

X

X

CAD Interface

X

RMS Module

Field Reporting

X

X

X

X

X

X

Although there is some overlap in the types of modules used by each agency, the agencies do not
share data. Hence subject information, such as arrest records, gang data, and stolen property
maintained by one department, may go unnoticed in a stop or an investigation by a neighboring
department.
The Sheriff’s Department uses the Sleuth RMS application, which is the only RMS interfaced to the
CAD application. For various reasons, other agencies use different RMS applications. The
Kremmling police department uses Xpediter. When procuring a new RMS five years ago,
Kremmling PD considered CrimeStar, but ultimately purchased Xpediter for price considerations.
Because of overall dissatisfaction with the Sleuth CAD, the department did not consider the Sleuth
RMS.
The Fraser /Winter Park and Granby police departments use the CrimeStar RMS application.
Although price was the ultimate factor driving the selection of CrimeStar, dissatisfaction with Sleuth
RMS features, such as poorly parsed data fields, inadequate reporting capabilities and remote access
capabilities, also played a role in the decision. CrimeStar is the only law RMS currently used on
mobile data computers. Officers write incident reports in the field and upload them to the main
server at the station.
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Table 13 (below) summarizes the ability of the existing systems to meet County business needs.
Table 13: Law RMS System Assessment
Business Need

Ability of Law RMS Systems to Meet Business Need

Information Sharing

Agencies are unable to share data with each other.

CAD Interface

Sleuth is the only application with a CAD interface.

Auto-Population

Sleuth provides the ability to auto-populate fields with data already in the Sleuth system,
but not in external systems. CrimeStar and Xpediter require re-entry of data.

Accurate and Timely
UCR Reporting

All applications provide the ability to electronically compile UCR reports for submission
to the state repository.

Parsed Data Fields

Sleuth does not parse name or address fields. CrimeStar and XPediter parse name and
address fields.

Ad Hoc Reporting

Ad Hoc reports are easy to create in CrimeStar and XPediter. Standard Sleuth RMS
reports are difficult to create, due to limited available data fields. Custom reports based
on Sleuth data are difficult to generate without technical assistance.

Remote RMS Access

None of the existing RMS applications provide for remote RMS access.

Field Reporting

Fraser/Winter Park law enforcement officers can write reports in their vehicles, save the
reports on a thumb drive, and upload the reports to the RMS once they arrive at the
police station. None of the other law enforcement agencies have any type of field
reporting capabilities.

Jail Management
System

The Sheriff’s Department uses the Sleuth Jail Management module and is satisfied with its
performance.

3.5

Fire Records Management Systems

All fire districts except Hot Sulphur Springs-Parshall use the ACS FIREHOUSE RMS product. The
Hot Sulphur Springs-Parshall District uses NFIRSonline for NFIRS reporting. While the Hot
Sulphur Springs-Parshall District does not use a software solution for records management, it has
expressed interest in exploring other RMS options.
All agencies using FIREHOUSE have acquired the base application, which includes
NFIRS/NEMSIS Reporting, Staff Activities and Training, Occupancy Management, Apparatus
Equipment and Inventory, and Hydrant Tracking. However, as Table 14 shows, the extent to which
each fire district uses the FIREHOUSE application varies.
Table 14: Local Fire RMS Modules
FIREHOUSE
Module
NFIRS

East Grand

Grand Lake

Kremmling

Grand

X

X

X

X

EMS/SAR

X

Personnel

X

Training

X

X
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East Grand

Apparatus,
Equipment &
Inventory

X

Hydrant
Management

X

Occupancy

X

Inspection

X

Grand Lake

Kremmling

Grand
X

East Grand Fire District utilizes all of its available RMS modules. The District is generally satisfied
with the application, but expressed some frustration with the antiquated FoxPro platform and the
corresponding difficulties it has in accessing data for analytical purposes. As the only Fire District
that runs EMS assist services, Grand Lake is the only Fire District using the FIREHOUSE EMS
module. Grand Lake also uses the Training module but does not use any other modules.
The Kremmling Fire District uses only the NFIRS module. It finds the application difficult to use
and would like to find an application that is more user-friendly and has better vendor support.
Grand County Fire District shares Kremmling Fire District’s frustration with FIREHOUSE, and
would update the system if it could find a cost-effective solution.
Table 15 describes the ability of existing systems to meet Fire Records Management business needs.
The existing systems meet many but not all of the Fire Districts’ needs. Sharing information is
problematic with the current configuration since each agency maintains its own system. Tracking
fire prevention activities will require application administration skills on the part of the County to
identify the required data and develop the data capture forms. Collecting occupancy and inspection
data in the field will require purchasing mobile computers and the FIREHOUSE Mobile application.
NFIRSonline offers additional modules to manage training, hydrants, and pre-plan data, but
Kremmling is not paying for the additional functionality. Finally, there is not an interface between
CAD and either FIREHOUSE or NFIRSonline.
Table 15: Fire RMS Assessment
Business Need

Ability of Fire RMS to Meet Business Need

NFIRS Reporting

FIREHOUSE and NFIRSonline provide NFIRS reporting.

CAD Interface

No interface exists between CAD and FIREHOUSE or NFIRSonline.

Field Inspections

Module is available from FIREHOUSE, but has not been purchased by any District.

Pre-Planning

Functionality provided by FIREHOUSE Occupancy module. The current configuration
does not allow for access to other Districts’ information.

Fire Prevention

Advanced features included in the application permit the Districts to add new fields for
tracking fire prevention activities, and then design the form to collect the information.

Training

FIREHOUSE provides the ability to track training through the Staff Members, Activity
and Training module.

Hydrants

FIREHOUSE provides the ability to track hydrants and hydrant maintenance. The
current configuration does not allow for access to other Districts’ information.
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Business Need

Ability of Fire RMS to Meet Business Need

Asset Management

FIREHOUSE provides the ability to track apparatus, equipment and inventory, including
maintenance and testing through the Apparatus, Equipment and Inventory module.

Personnel

FIREHOUSE provides the ability to track personnel information through the Staff
Members, Activity and Training module.

Grand County EMS Records Management System
Grand County EMS uses the Ortivus Sweet-Billing application and the ESO Solutions ePCR
application for patient care records. Although these applications are not integrated into any other
public safety systems, they current meet the department’s needs. EMS units are equipped with
mobile data computers and would benefit both from remote access to CAD and from better CAD
integration with its RMS products.
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Interoperability Analysis

Interoperability is the ability of emergency responders to exchange voice and data information on
demand, in real time, when needed, and as authorized. This section provides an analysis of
interoperability in Grand County using frameworks provided by SAFECOM, a communications
program within the Federal Office for Interoperability and Compatibility (OIC). SAFECOM
provides research, development, testing and evaluation, guidance, tools, and templates on
communications-related issues to local, tribal, state, and Federal emergency response agencies
working to improve emergency response through more effective and efficient interoperable wireless
communications.
SAFECOM’s Interoperability Continuum is a valuable tool for assessing interoperability and
identifying areas of improvement (see Figure 3). The Continuum consists of five key performance
metrics: Governance, Standard Operating Procedures, Technology, Training & Exercises and Usage.
Figure 3: SAFECOM Interoperability Continuum

Each performance metric has several classifications, with those toward the left (in Figure 3)
indicating limited interoperability and those toward the right indicating optimal interoperability. The
remainder of this section reviews each performance metric in the context of Grand County. A
quantitative score indicating the County’s position on each continuum is included in each
subsection.
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Governance (Level 2 of 4 – Informal Coordination)
The majority of public safety communications in the County are governed by the Sheriff’s
Department, which took over the communications responsibilities from the State Patrol. GCETSA,
which has broad representation of stakeholders, provides general and project-specific funding but
does not directly govern communications. Grand County is a close community, where the Sheriff,
Chiefs and department heads are readily accessible and work together to reach acceptable solutions.
However, the authority to make decisions related to communications lies primarily with the Sheriff’s
Department.
When the Sheriff’s Department and the Kremmling Police Department were the County’s only law
enforcement agencies, and the fire service districts and EMS had limited need for dispatch
information, this arrangement worked fairly well. In 2002, EMS for the first time retained full time
employees to provide county-wide ambulance services. And in 2005, Fraser, Winter Park and
Granby each formed separate and independent police departments. As these agencies developed so
did their needs for communications, including improved radio coverage, standardized operating
procedures, access to dispatchers and access to incident information.
Many of these needs have not adequately been addressed, thus limiting the ability of the police
departments to provide the desired level of service. Without a formal structure providing a forum
to express user concerns, the police departments have little to no control over decisions concerning
communications technology, operations and policies that impact their operational effectiveness.
EMS and most fire districts did not express significant concerns over the current governance
arrangement. However, as their needs for improved communications develop they may desire
alternatives for which a greater level of involvement is required. For example, the current CAD
system is designed primarily to meet law enforcement requirements and may not satisfy future
dispatch and mobile computing needs of EMS and fire agencies.

Standard Operating Procedures (Level 3 of 5 – Joint Emergency SOPs)
Grand County’s public safety communications are generally dictated by informal agreements. First
responders know how to work together largely by virtue of working in a close rural community and
having a consolidated communications center. There are no formal mutual aid agreements, though
there is an informal interagency law enforcement tactical team. Responders report that, although it
is informal, incident management works well within the County.
Recent efforts to encourage multi-discipline response on the Public Safety channel have steadily
improved interoperability. There are no procedures for sharing data and, other than CAD calls for
service, data exchange between agencies is extremely limited.
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Technology (Levels 1, 3 & 5 of 5 – Radio Swapping, Mutual Aid Channels
and Shared, Standards-based System)
A number of different technologies are used to enable voice interoperability. Locally, voice
interoperability is facilitated primarily through use of shared channels operating in a standard analog
format. Regionally, mutual aid is enabled by simplex mutual aid channels. Radio swapping is also
practiced, especially by EMS, which uses VHF, UHF and DTRS radios to communicate with mutual
aid partners. Cross-band patching for VHF and 800 MHz is available in the dispatch radio consoles;
however, this function has never been used and no testing or training has been conducted.
Technology to enable data interoperability is much more limited. Almost all data systems are used
by a single agency with no data being exchanged with other local agencies.

Training & Exercises (1 of 5 – General Orientation)
Personnel receive general orientation for use of radio systems and equipment. However, as regional
procedures to radio interoperability do not exist, there is no special training for interoperability. To
date, local and regional exercises have not used the Exercise Evaluation Guidelines established by
the Homeland Security Exercise Evaluation Program for evaluating interoperable communications.

Usage (4 of 4 – Daily use for voice, and 0 of 4 – No use for data)
Voice interoperability is practiced on a daily basis by local first responders primarily due to shared
dispatch and incident response channels on the VHF radio system. As a result the current
governance and operating procedures have been sufficient. However, the current system for
interoperability has limited capacity in that there are only a few voice channels shared by all agencies
and in the event of a major incident requiring outside assistance, it is likely that interoperability
would be difficult to establish.
Data interoperability is not practiced by local responders. At this time, there is limited governance,
few operating procedures and insufficient technology to allow for data sharing.
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Alternatives Analysis

This section provides analysis of viable alternatives for replacing and upgrading public safety
communications systems in Grand County. We provide a low and high range of the estimated initial
capital outlay, along with ongoing maintenance costs required for each alternative. For each
alternative, we include any assumptions underlying the cost estimates. Unless otherwise stated, our
analysis is vendor and product neutral and costs are those based on a competitive procurement for
applicable solutions. Costs will also vary based upon changing market conditions.
Each alternative provides different benefits and the County must assess whether the benefits
afforded justify the associated costs. To assist the County in this assessment, the qualitative
advantages and disadvantages of each alternative are presented. Finally, to summarize the analysis,
the impact of each alternative on the key business priorities (identified in Section 1.3) is assessed.

5.1

Radio Alternatives

Based upon our review of the present radio systems in Grand County, as well as our review and
assessment of current radio technology, five alternatives for improving voice radio communications
are evaluated: 1) maintain existing radio systems (status quo), 2) implement a shared simulcast VHF
system, 3) join the State DTRS, 4) join an expanded State DTRS, and 5) implement hybrid
VHF/DTRS solutions.

Maintain Existing Radio Systems (Status Quo)
This alternative is predicated on maintaining the current voice radio systems, including voice paging,
by making only needed improvements to sustain current service levels. Accordingly, mobile,
portable and paging radios are replaced on an as needed basis and routine maintenance of the
infrastructure continues to be limited. This alternative also assumes all radio infrastructure and user
devices are converted to analog narrowband operation by 2013 and that no investments are made to
improve coverage.
Advantages of maintaining a conventional analog radio system include the fact that it is a proven,
reliable technology that is supported by a large number of vendors and is relatively low in cost. In
addition, users are familiar with the coverage available and operational procedures, resulting in little
additional training.
However, maintaining existing systems presents the following risks:


Portable (handheld) radios operating on the most commonly used channels, including SO
White and Public Safety, will continue to have poor coverage in many jurisdictions such as
Winter Park, Kremmling and canyon areas (see Figure 5, Appendix B). Narrowbanding of
the radio systems could potentially worsen coverage in some of these areas.
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Field personnel and dispatchers will continue the process of switching channels whenever
they roam throughout the County, which may lead to sub-optimal system use, increased
confusion, and safety issues.



Users will be unable to use additional system functionality, including encryption, talkgroups,
unit ID, system roaming, emergency button, or GPS location capabilities that are available in
more modern systems.



Local agencies will continue to rely on radio swapping or carrying multiple radios to facilitate
communications with agencies operating in different frequency bands, such as 800 MHz.
Ambulances currently operate in three radio bands (VHF, UHF and 800 MHz).



Some sites, depending on seasonal conditions, have experienced maintenance and reliability
issues, causing channels to be out of service. These issues may continue to affect
communications.



Addressing the limitations of current radio systems is a top priority for first responders in
the County. Thus, failure to improve radio communications may lead to significant user
dissatisfaction.

To achieve narrowband compliance, the County will need to replace certain equipment and
reprogram all radios with the narrowbanded format.
Table 16 (below) summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of maintaining the status quo for
voice radio systems. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the
table. Detailed cost estimates are in Table 40, Appendix D.
Table 16: Advantages and Disadvantages of Maintaining Existing Radio Systems
Advantages


Known coverage and operational procedures

Disadvantages






Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Poor coverage in several areas
Re-broadcasting of voice pages
Loss of coverage after narrowbanding
Lack of regional interoperability
No enhanced functionality is provided
$60,000 – $144,000
$6,000 – $20,000
$66,000 – $164,000

Implement a Shared VHF Simulcast System
The central problem with the current radio system is that all channels are single sites and no single
site can provide sufficient coverage for the entire County. Additional channels, such as SO Blue,
East and West, have been added to extend coverage, but at the same time have made it difficult for
dispatchers and field users to coordinate communications.
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A shared VHF Simulcast System provides an extension of each channel’s coverage by broadcasting
the same frequencies simultaneously from multiple sites, resulting in several sites appeaing as one
channel. The system, which would replace the current Paging, SO White, Public Safety and EMS
channels, would entail the implementation of either a two-site or a three-site, four-channel VHF
simulcast system. If only two sites are selected, the sites should be Mount Chauncey and North
Cottonwood, which provide good simulcast coverage in many towns and roads. Outdoor, portable
(countywide) coverage of these sites is 62%, as compared to the 35% currently provided by SO
White. The option to enhance portable (countywide) coverage to 68% is also available with the
addition of a third site (at South Cottonwood). Adding the third site at South Cottonwood would
improve coverage more in rural areas, but would not result in substantial coverage improvements in
towns and main roads.
Advantages of this alternative include:


Better coverage (using a shared system) in main roads and towns, including Grand Lake,
Granby, Winter Park, Fraser, and Kremmling.



Improved local interoperability, since all public safety agencies in the County will be able to
communicate in the same coverage footprint.



Uniform coverage throughout the region, resulting in enhanced joint response
communications and standardization of operational protocols for channel switching.



Enhanced reliability resulting from a robust site interconnection network using microwave,
T1 or 4.9 GHz backhaul.

Despite the listed advantages, implementing a shared VHF Simulcast System provides for enhanced
local operations and interoperability, it does not significantly improve interoperability regionally with
agencies operating on the State DTRS. Local agencies will continue to rely on suboptimal
technological solutions, such as radio swapping and patching to facilitate communications with
regional agencies operating non-VHF systems. There are techniques, such as deploying voted
receivers with or without transmitter (automatic) steering, which may also be used to extend
portable coverage. However, these solutions have their own technical limitations and generally
require more in-house or outsourced technical resources than are currently used. These options may
be investigated further if agencies do not migrate to DTRS and simulcasting is not viewed as a viable
alternative.
Table 17 shows the advantages and disadvantages of implementing a Shared VHF Simulcast
System. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table. Detailed
cost estimates are in Table 41 and Table 42, Appendix D.
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Table 17: Advantages and Disadvantages of Implementing a Shared VHF Simulcast System
Advantages




Improved coverage
Improved operational procedures
Improved system reliability

Capital Investment*
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Disadvantages



Lack of regional interoperability
No enhanced functionality is provided
$458,000 – $803,000 (2 sites)
$643,000 – $1,086,000 (3 sites)
$38,000 – $74,000 (2 sites)
$53,000 – $101,000 (3 sites)
$496,000 – $877,000 (2 sites)
$696,000 – $1,187,000 (3 sites)

* Capital investment costs include engineering and implementation fees.

Join the Existing State DTRS
Public safety agencies in the County could join the existing Digital Trunked Radio System (DTRS),
which is a statewide 700/800 MHz, Project 25-compliant radio system, while maintaining the VHF
paging system. Under this scenario, all agencies would switch to primary use of DTRS and no
further investments would be made to sustain legacy voice radio systems. The advantages associated
with this alternative are numerous and include:


Improved radio functionality, including system roaming, encryption, caller (unit) ID and the
ability to use inter-agency talkgroups.



Improved operations, resulting from having a uniform coverage footprint and channel
template for all system users.



Improved system capacity, with more tactical and talkgroup channels that allow for
simultaneous conversations and priority access during times of high usage.



Improved interoperability through the use of a shared-standards based system used by over
500 agencies in Colorado.



Enhanced system reliability, resulting from the use of microwave backbone, system
redundancies and backup power.



Access to extensive technical and administrative resources available to DTRS subscribers.



Alignment of local and statewide radio communications planning, which can result is
increased availability for support including grant funding from State and federal grant
programs.

The most significant disadvantage of this alternative is the poor coverage provided by the existing
DTRS in towns and major road sections. DTRS is intended only to provide reliable coverage to
mobile radios on highways and major roads. Local public safety agencies, however, require coverage
with portable radios over a much broader area, including in towns, rural areas and in buildings.
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DTRS also does not provide voice paging services, so the current paging system needs to be
maintained and narrowbanded by 2013.
The coverage provided by DTRS is illustrated in Figure 22, Appendix B. It is important to note that
coverage predictions are intended to be statistically accurate over a region, but do not predict
performance for any specific location. It should also be noted that there is a difference between the
coverage predicted by the State and our propagation model. As such, we recommend that users test
the system with the DTRS radios already in possession to produce a more accurate estimate of the
current coverage provided.
Table 18 shows the advantages and disadvantages of implementing a Shared VHF Simulcast System.
Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table. Detailed cost
estimates are in Table 43, Appendix D.
Table 18: Advantages and Disadvantages of Joining Existing State DTRS
Advantages







Enhanced functionality
Improved operational procedures
Improved system reliability
Improved system maintenance
More capacity
Improved regional interoperability

Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance*
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Disadvantages



Loss of coverage in several areas
Additional training for proper use of a digital
trunked system

$1,284,000 – $3,179,000
$100,000 – $300,000
$1,384,000 – $3,479,000

* DTRS infrastructure is maintained by the State of Colorado and has no maintenance fees

Join an Expanded State DTRS
To overcome the coverage limitations associated with use of the existing DTRS, it is possible to
expand the DTRS coverage footprint within Grand County by adding DTRS sites, while continuing
maintenance of the existing VHF paging system. The advantages of pursuing this alternative are
similar to those of joining the existing State DTRS, including increased capacity, functionality,
reliability, and interoperability, as well as more potential for grant funding. The significant
difference is the benefit of improved coverage in towns and roads, as depicted in the coverage maps
in Figure 31 – Figure 36, Appendix E.
A report was previously prepared with recommendations for the implementation of three additional
DTRS sites: Sunspot; a site at South Cottonwood; and a site in Hot Sulphur Springs. We evaluated
coverage and suitability of these and other new and existing sites. Propagation maps for various
two-site, three-site and four-site additions to the State DTRS, along with analysis of the incremental
coverage provided by single sites, are shown in Appendix E and Appendix F. In addition to the
coverage provided by a potential site, other factors must also be considered, including: access to
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roads for maintenance and construction; access to electricity for site power; and reuse of existing
equipment as a means to achieve other cost efficiencies. It is important to note that all site locations
identified require a thorough site survey to assess suitability and accessibility.
Based on our evaluation, the sites with the greatest potential include: Sunspot, which adds
substantial coverage to the Fraser/Winter Park region; a new site northwest of Granby, which
improves coverage in Hot Sulphur Springs and along Hwy 40 west of Granby; and a site at Grand
Lake Fire Station, which improves coverage in Grand Lake and along Hwy 34, south of Grand Lake.
Depending on available funding or desired coverage benefits, the County may elect to add two,
three, or even four sites to the existing State DTRS network. Results of this coverage analysis (see
Appendix F) show that the best site additions to the State DTRS are as follows:
Two additional sites: Sunspot and a site northwest of Granby. This combination adds coverage in
Fraser, Winter Park, Hot Sulphur Springs and areas west of Granby. The Sunspot site improves
portable talk-in coverage: from 1% to 94% in Fraser; from 30% to 79% in Winter Park; and 74%
from 4% to 78% on Hwy 40, near Fraser. The proposed site northwest of Granby improves
portable talk-in coverage: from 2% to 81% in Hot Sulphur Springs; and from 16% to 84% along
Hwy 40, west of Granby. Associated coverage improvements of other two-site combinations
resulted in less coverage benefit to the County's towns and major roads.
Three additional sites: Sunspot; a site northwest of Granby; and a site at Grand Lake Fire Station.
With a new site at Grand Lake Fire Station, portable talk-in coverage improves: from 63% to 100%
in the Town of Grand Lake; and from 52% to 100% in Hwy 34, south of Grand Lake. Other threesite combinations were also tested but resulted in less coverage benefit to the County's towns and
major roads.
Four additional sites: Sunspot; a site northwest of Granby; a site at Grand Lake Fire Station; and a
site at Kremmling Fire Station. With the addition of a fourth site at Kremmling Fire Station,
portable talk-in coverage improves from 47% to 100% in the Town of Kremmling. Other four-site
combinations were also tested but resulted in less coverage benefit to the County's towns and major
roads.
The primary disadvantage of adding DTRS sites is the high capital costs. To fund this alternative
the County will greatly benefit from actively planning and applying for grants to pay for the
additional capital investment. An additional disadvantage is that users will require training on the
proper use of a modern digital radio system.
Table 19 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of implementing joining an expanded State
DTRS. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table. Detailed
cost estimates are in Table 44 – Table 47, Appendix D. Also note that if Homeland Security grant
funds are secured, the County will likely be required to only pay for a portion (the applicable grant
cost share) of the capital investment noted below.
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Table 19: Advantages and Disadvantages of Joining Expanded State DTRS
Advantages









Improved local coverage
Improved regional coverage
Enhanced functionality
Improved operational procedures
Improved system reliability
Improved system maintenance
More capacity
Improved regional interoperability

Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance*
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Disadvantages



High capital costs
Additional training for proper use of a digital
trunked system

$2,250,000 – $5,300,000 (2 sites)
$2,800,000 – $5,900,000 (3 sites)
$3,250,000 – $6,600,000 (4 sites)
$100,000 – $300,000
$2,350,000 – $5,600,000 (2 sites)
$2,900,000 – $6,200,000 (3 sites)
$3,350,000 – $6,900,000 (4 sites)

* DTRS is maintained by the State of Colorado and has no maintenance fees

Implement Hybrid VHF/DTRS Solutions
Other alternatives, which involve use of both DTRS and existing systems, include dual-band radios,
cross-band vehicular repeaters and gateways.
Dual and Multi-band Radios
Dual-band radios are capable of receiving and transmitting communications on two separate
frequency bands, such as VHF and 800 MHz systems. The main advantage of these units is
enhanced interoperability since communications on multiple systems such as VHF and DTRS
becomes possible. Another benefit is the efficient use of radio spectrum since channels of both
networks are not utilized, for a single group of users, as is the case with patching and portable
repeater solutions.
VHF/800 MHz dual-band and multi-band radios have recently become available in the market.
Although they are expected to exhibit comparable or improved performance as compared to
traditional DTRS radios, they have not yet been deployed and potential issues remain unknown.
Cross-band Vehicular Repeaters
Vehicular repeaters extend the range of a system’s coverage by repeating mobile coverage (which is
better than portable coverage) to portable radios. For example, a user may have no coverage on a
portable radio, but may switch to accessing a vehicular repeater using a talk around frequency. The
signal is retransmitted by the vehicular repeater at a higher power resulting in extended coverage. A
cross-band vehicular repeater provides this same functionality, however, it can also cross-patch users
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and systems operating on different frequency bands, such as VHF and 800 MHz. Because DTRS
has been built to provide mobile coverage, a cross-band vehicular repeater may be suited to
retransmit traffic to VHF portables, thus eliminating the need for DTRS portables.
The main advantage with cross band vehicular repeaters is enhanced interoperability with agencies
operating on 800 MHz systems. Another important benefit is the extended coverage that these units
provide in-buildings and in areas where portable coverage is poor, but mobile coverage is adequate.
A third benefit is that this solution does not require additional infrastructure.
However, as a gateway device, this solution requires use of a channel on both networks connected;
potentially increasing traffic congestion during times of high system usage. Additionally, use of
these devices requires extensive training and coordination to prevent creation of interference. Note
that if the County pursues this option, it will need to obtain the State’s permission to use these units
on the DTRS network.
Fixed and Mobile Gateways
Gateways are used to patch or connect disparate networks. Grand County has a Motorola Gold
Elite Radio Console at the Dispatch Communications Center. If this console is networked into the
State radio system, dispatch personnel may patch County users to State DTRS talkgroups. To date,
such patching has been limited. There are also two mobile gateways available in Grand County, but
to date these devices have not been used.
The main benefit of having gateways is enhanced interoperability, since these devices are capable of
patching of VHF, UHF, and 800 MHz systems and channels. Mobile gateways may perform this
same patching function at the scene of an incident or in locations where coverage was previously not
possible. Another benefit is the broad array of systems that gateways can connect to, such as cell
phones, landlines, Internet and satellite networks; system capabilities can vary depending on
manufacturer and functionality selected. Additionally, mobile gateways do not require significant
additional infrastructure or modification to the systems connected.
The disadvantage of this solution is that it requires a frequency (channel) to be tied up for each
different radio system when in use. Another disadvantage is the amount of equipment and time
required to set up gateways on-scene. In addition, these devices also require development of
operational procedures and training to minimize user confusion and channel congestion.
Table 20 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of implementing a Hybrid VHF
Simulcast/DTRS System. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of
the table. Detailed cost estimates are in Table 48 – Table 50, Appendix D.
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Table 20: Advantages and Disadvantages of Implementing Hybrid VHF/STRS Solutions
Advantages



Improved Interoperability
Slightly improved coverage

Capital Investment*

Five-Year Maintenance

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Disadvantages


Increased operational and training requirements
$60,000 – $2,400,000 (multi-band radios)
$50,000 – $410,000 (cross-band repeaters)
$20,000 – $800,000 (gateways)
$6,000 – $280,000 (multi-band radios)
$5,000 – $50,000 (cross-band repeaters)
$2,000 – $100,000 (gateways)
$66,000 – $2,680,000 (multi-band radios)
$55,000 – $460,000 (cross-band repeaters)
$22,000 – $900,000 (gateways)

* Capital investment costs do not include costs to maintain existing VHF voice and paging systems.

The high cost in the range above assumes all personnel, in the case of multi-band radios, and all
vehicles, in the case of cross-band repeaters, are equipped. The low cost range assumes that a single
unit of each type is deployed. As can be seen, a partial implementation for only command staff can
improve interoperability at a reduced cost.

Analysis of Radio Alternatives
The alternatives considered for radio communications cover a wide range of potential advantages
and costs. There are significant differences in the operability of the alternatives including various
degrees of coverage and functionality available. Table 21 summarizes the ability of each Radio
System alternative to facilitate achievement of Grand County’s business priorities.
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Table 21: Radio System Alternative Decision Matrix

Estimated Cost

Regionalization

Operability

Interoperability
Integration
Efficiency
Service Level

5.2

Maintain Status
Quo

Simulcast VHF

Join Existing
DTRS

Join Expanded
DTRS

Hybrid
VHF/DTRS

$0.1 – $0.2
million
Low
 Local solution

$0.5 – $1.2
million
Low
 Local solution

$1.4 – $3.5
million
High
 Regional
solution

$2.4 – $6.9
million
High
 Regional
solution

$0 – $2.7 million

Low
 Poor
Coverage
 Limited
Functionality

Medium
 Improved
Coverage
 Limited
Functionality
 Improved
Reliability

Medium
 Reduced
Coverage
 Improved
Functionality
 Improved
capacity
 Improved
reliability

High
 Improved
Coverage
 Improved
Functionality
 Improved
capacity
 Improved
reliability

Medium
 Slightly
improved
coverage
 Operational
challenges

Low

Low/Medium

High

High

Medium
 Local solution
with regional
connection

Medium/High

Low
 Stand-alone

Medium
 Shared sites
and backhaul

High
 Regional
Integration

High
 Regional
Integration

Medium
 Ad-hoc
Integration

Medium
 No impact

Medium
 No impact

Medium
 No impact

Medium
 No impact

Medium
 No impact

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

9-1-1 CPE and Related Systems Alternatives

Regardless of the course of action the County takes with regard to its 9-1-1 CPE and related
systems, it should initiate requests for assistance from Sleuth and QWEST to address the
performance issues related to the CAD and Power MAP interfaces. Additionally, the County should
take advantage of its warranty arrangement with Positron and upgrade to the latest version of Power
MAP before June 2009.
To address the County’s needs, three alternatives have been considered for the 9-1-1 CPE and
related systems: 1) maintain the status quo, 2) partially upgrade the CPE and related systems and 3)
replace all CPE and related systems. A detailed breakdown of estimated costs for each alternative,
along with a comparison of the assumptions underlying the estimates, is presented in Table 51 &
Table 52, Appendix D.
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Maintain Existing CPE System Configuration (Status Quo)
The current 9-1-1 call taking system meets basic call taking needs. The system’s main shortcomings
are inefficiencies related to working with multiple independent systems. The telephone set is not
integrated with the radio console and the Life Line 100 is not interfaced to the dispatch or mapping
applications. Call-takers must manually re-enter enter caller name, number and location information
into multiple systems, which takes time and may result in errors. If the ALI location provided is in
the form of coordinates, the location of the caller may not be easily determined.
Furthermore, the communications center lacks a master clock application, which has resulted in time
stamp discrepancies among the various systems and applications. The center also does not have a
MIS database application, which would provide accurate data for billing purposes and response time
analysis.
Table 22 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of maintaining the existing CPE
Configuration. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table
and cost assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 22: Advantages and Disadvantages of Maintaining Existing CPE Configuration
Advantages



Redundant call taking capabilities
Poised to accommodate Phase I and Phase II
calls

Disadvantages









Capital Investment
Total Five-Year Maintenance Cost of Ownership

Requires redundant entry of call data
Delay in identifying caller location
No visual display of caller location
Lacks critical interfaces with CAD and radio
console
No master clock application
No MIS application
Telephone sets no longer supported by Positron
Inaccurate call data reduces ability to provide
transparency and accuracy in agency billing
$0
$28,000 – $56,000

Cost Assumptions for Maintaining the Status Quo


Continue using Positron Life Line 100 and IAP Plus Telephone Sets



Upgrade Power MAP before June 2009 at no cost



Current maintenance costs paid to QWEST range from $5,000 - $10,000 annually; these
costs increase 5% annually.

Partially Upgrade CPE and Related Systems
With a partial upgrade of CPE equipment and the procurement of a master clock application, Grand
County can realize significant improvements to its work efficiency and data consistency. Positron
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no longer supports the analog-based 1A2 key IAP Plus telephone set and replaced the technology
with the Power 911 intelligent workstation. Replacement of the County’s obsolete IAP Plus
telephone sets with Positron Power 911 telephone systems will provide call takers with on-screen
control of both landline and wireless calls in a wide variety of telephony environments, the ability to
integrate telephony and radio system console operations, and a wide variety of other features such as
call recording and instant messaging.
NENA standards recommend a master clock synchronizing application for all PSAPs. This will
keep all equipment, applications, clocks and devices in the communications center synchronized and
accurate, and can ensure that the audio and electronic records of 9-1-1 events are accurate for postevent analysis.
While a partial upgrade does not provide all features required to meet all of the County’s CPE and
related systems business needs, it provides an interim solution that will greatly improve integration,
efficiency and service delivery. Table 23 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of a partial
upgrade to the CPE and related systems. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at
the bottom of the table and cost assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 23: Advantages and Disadvantages of Partial Upgrade to CPE
Advantages











Maintain features of Positron Life Line 100,
including Phase I and Phase II compliance,
redundant call taking positions and continued
operations in event of PBX failure
Automatic population of CAD call taker screen
with caller name, location and phone number
Immediate address verification
Visual display of caller location on map display
Vendor supported telephone equipment.
Integration of radio and telephony consoles
Integration of radio and telephone headsets
Integrated voice recording
Accurate time stamp data

Disadvantages





Potential for continued performance
degradation
Does not provide NG 9-1-1 functionality
No MIS application
Inaccurate call data reduces ability to provide
transparency and accuracy in agency billing

Capital Investment

$66,000 – $99,000

Five-Year Maintenance

$33,000 – $50,000

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

$99,000 – $149,000

Cost Assumptions for Partially Upgrading CPE Equipment


Continue using Positron Life Line 100



Upgrade to Power 911 Intelligent Workstation (replace IAP Telephone Sets)



Upgrade Power MAP before June 2009 at no cost
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Procure Time Synchronization System



Annual maintenance costs paid to QWEST are 10% of initial equipment costs; costs increase
5% annually.

Replace All CPE and Related Equipment
Positron’s IP-based VIPER system accommodates the next generation of emergency call routing
based on an IP infrastructure. Calls from all device types, including land lines, cell phones and
VOIP enabled devices, are converted to packets routed over an IP network to the correct PSAP.
Additionally the Positron suite features an integrated MIS application that provides comprehensive
analysis of data, including an accurate accounting of calls (e.g., for agency billing). The reason the
County might consider postponing the inevitable upgrade to the VIPER system (or equivalent from
another vendor) is that although the PSAP ultimately intends to enable NG 9-1-1 functionality, at
this time the local exchange carrier, QWEST, has no specific plans for conversion to a nextgeneration infrastructure. Because there is no statewide plan in Colorado, QWEST must work with
the emergency telecommunications board in each county. As a result, it is expected that conversion
will not affect Grand County for several years and GCETSA will receive notice well in advance of
any plans.
The advantages to replacing all CPE and related equipment incorporate the benefits of a partial
upgrade and provide the additional enhancements of NG 9-1-1 functionality and an integrated MIS
database to capture call data for analytical purposes. Table 24 summarizes the advantages and
disadvantages of replacing all CPE and related equipment. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative
are displayed at the bottom of the table and cost assumptions are listed below the table.
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Table 24 : Advantages and Disadvantages of Replacing CPE
Advantages














Maintain features of Positron Life Line 100,
including Phase I and Phase II compliance,
redundant call taking positions, and continued
operations in event of PBX failure
Automatic population of CAD call taker screen
with caller name, location, and phone number
Immediate address verification
Visual display of caller location on map display
Vendor supported telephone equipment
Integration of radio and telephony consoles
Integration of radio and telephone headsets
Integrated voice recording
Accurate time stamp data
The ability to support NG 9-1-1 functionality
Integrated MIS application
Accuracy and transparency in agency billing

Disadvantages



Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

New interface required (if Sleuth CAD is
maintained)
Qwest infrastructure does not provide NG 9-11 functionality, the major benefit to upgrading
to Positron Viper

$176,000 – $264,000
$88,000 – $133,000
$264,000 – $397,000

Cost Assumptions for Replacing CPE


Replace Life Line 100 with Positron VIPER



Upgrade to Power 911 Intelligent Workstation (replace IAP Telephone Sets).



Upgrade Power MAP before June 2009 at no cost



Procure Time Synchronization System



Procure Power MIS database application



Annual maintenance costs paid to QWEST are 10% of initial equipment costs; costs
increases 5% annually.

Analysis of CPE Alternatives
The presented alternatives do not affect regionalization or interoperability. Selection of a 9-1-1
system alternative requires an assessment of the impact on system integration, efficiency and service
levels in light of associated costs.
Table 25 summarizes the ability of each 9-1-1 System alternative to achieve Grand County’s business
priorities.
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Table 25: CPE Alternative Analysis Decision Matrix
Maintain Status Quo

Improve Existing
Systems

Upgrade Equipment

$28,000 – $56,000

$99,000 – $149,000

$264,000 – $397,000

Low
 No impact
Low
 No time
synchronization
 No MIS application
 Obsolete telephone sets
 Existing interfaces do
not work
 Unable to provide
transparency in billing
function
Low
 No impact
Low
 No telephone-radio
interface

Low
 No impact
Medium
 Time synchronization
 No MIS application
 Technologically current
telephone sets
 Functioning interfaces
 Unable to provide
transparency in billing
function

Low
 No impact
High
 Time synchronization
 MIS application
 Technologically current
telephone sets
 Functioning interfaces
 Able to provide
transparency in billing
function (with MIS
data)
Low
 No impact
High
 Telephone-radio
interface
 Intelligent workstation
integrates many ad hoc
tasks
High
 Working in an
integrated system
environment
 Reduce redundant data
entry
 Wireless headset
increases dispatcher
mobility
High
 Able to verify address
visually
 Efficiencies improve
call management
 NG 9-1-1 capabilities
 Able to accurately
analyze call response
times

Estimated Cost
Regionalization

Operability

Interoperability

Integration

Efficiency





Low
 Working in multiple
system environments
 Redundant data entry







Service Level




Low
Poor address
verification due to lack
of visual display
Redundant data entry
slows down dispatcher
Working with multiple
systems slows down
dispatcher
No NG 9-1-1
capabilities





Low
No impact
High
Telephone-radio
interface
Intelligent workstation
integrates many ad hoc
tasks
High
Working in an
integrated system
environment
Reduce redundant data
entry
Wireless headset
increases dispatcher
mobility
Medium
Able to verify address
visually
Efficiencies improve
call management speed
potential
No NG 9-1-1
capabilities

Although it is the lowest cost alternative, maintaining the status quo should not be an option if the
County is interested in integrating operable CPE with its CAD and improving dispatcher efficiency.
To achieve integration and efficiency, the County could replace the existing Life Line 100 system
with Positron’s IP-based VIPER system. However, at this time the cost may not justify the upgrade
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given that the County will not be able to take advantage of the added features until the state and
QWEST provide NG 9-1-1 capabilities.
Upgrading the Positron Power MAP and procuring the Positron Power 911 telephone sets will
provide the desired integration and efficiency. The County may consider various dispatch
alternatives, including upgrading or replacing Sleuth. Regardless of the selected course of action,
and given that it has already purchased the E9-1-1 to CAD interface, the County should consider
working with Sleuth to identify and fix the performance issues experienced with the interface.

5.3

Dispatch System Alternatives

The three dispatch system alternatives center upon investments to the CAD system: 1) continue use
of the Sleuth CAD RMS module; 2) procure CAD from an incumbent vendor; and 3) procure a new
CAD through a competitive Request for Proposals (RFP) process. A detailed breakdown of
estimated costs for each alternative, along with a comparison of the assumptions underlying the
estimates, is presented in Table 53 and Table 54, Appendix D.

Continue to Use Sleuth Module (Maintain the Status Quo)
A dispatch module from the Sleuth RMS is used for dispatch, but it is not a full-functioning CAD
application. The current system experiences a number of limitations as detailed in Section 2 of this
Plan. However, maintaining the status quo does not have a capital cost and does not require
dispatchers or administrators to make significant changes to their operations or training.
Additionally, the County will continue its relationship with a known vendor. Table 26 summarizes
the advantages and disadvantages of continuing to use the Sleuth CAD Module. Estimated cost
ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table and associated assumptions are
listed below the table.
Table 26: Advantages and Disadvantages of Continuing to Use Sleuth CAD Module
Advantages





No new implementation challenges
Minimal additional resource requirements
End-users are familiar with existing technology
Relationship with known vendor

Disadvantages









System is not a comprehensive CAD system
Continued frustration with system deficiencies
No system or application integration beyond
Sleuth RMS (e.g., other RMS systems, CPE,
mapping, etc.)
Current technology is approaching end of life
No mobile dispatch capabilities
Insufficient reporting features
No opportunity to compare and assess all
available alternatives

One-Time Investment

$0 – $10,000

Five-Year Maintenance

$30,000 – $33,000

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

$30,000 – $43,000
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Cost Assumptions for Maintaining the Status Quo


Continue using CAD as an RMS module



High range reflects integrating CommSys NCIC server for NCIC queries



Other desired interfaces are not available



Current CAD maintenance costs are $5500 annually. Addition of CommSys NCIC server
increases initial maintenance cost by $437. Five percent annual increase in maintenance
costs.

Upgrade to Comprehensive Sleuth CAD Application
Upgrading to the comprehensive Sleuth application has advantages to the County, including a
continued relationship with a known vendor. However, the upgraded application addresses only
some of the issues identified in Section 2. The comprehensive Sleuth CAD does not provide pushto-talk, paging or master clock interfaces and the NCIC interface is provided by integrating the
CommSys NCIC middleware into the application (not a true interface). It is unclear from
discussions with Sleuth as to whether the CommSys NCIC server will provide access to CCIC.
Further, even when procured from a known vendor, implementation of a new CAD system will
require dispatcher and administrator operations and training. Additionally, the County may need to
renegotiate implementation and maintenance contracts and may face challenges in negotiating
beneficial terms. If the County chooses to pursue this alternative, it should carefully document
functional requirements based on extensive end-user input, assess the ability of Sleuth to meet the
County’s requirements, and carefully define a scope of work, pricing structure, and ongoing
maintenance and support practices prior to contract signing. Table 27 summarizes the advantages
and disadvantages to upgrading the Sleuth CAD application. Estimated cost ranges for this
alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table and associated assumptions are listed below the
table.
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Table 27: Advantages and Disadvantages to Upgrading Sleuth
Advantages






Opportunity to address some operational and
fiscal inefficiencies
Addition of E9-1-1 interfaces to improve work
efficiency
End-user familiarity with system
Relationship with a known vendor
Limited data conversion requirements

Disadvantages








Need to develop new contract and may not
have leverage to negotiate favorable terms
Without undertaking a requirements definition
process, there is no guarantee that system will
meet functional needs
Insufficient reporting features
No opportunity to compare and assess all
market alternatives
Does not provide push-to-talk, paging or
master clock interfaces
Unknown regarding access to CCIC or State
Division of Motor Vehicles

Capital Investment

$78,000 – $473,000

Five-Year Maintenance

$31,000 – $103,000

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

$109,000 – $576,000

Cost Assumptions for Upgrading Sleuth


Full CAD licenses for three dispatch stations; no charge for additional query-only
workstations



Mapping included in CAD application



High software estimate includes procurement of Mobile application for 25 mobile users



Hardware costs include three server environments for CAD/Mobile application and
Communications Server: production, backup and training/testing



High hardware cost estimate includes procurement of 37 mobile computers at an estimated
cost of $6,000 to $8,000 per unit



Interface costs include only NCIC; Sleuth does not provide master clock, push-to-talk or
paging interfaces; NCIC low estimate is for one-way queries via an integrated CommSys
NCIC server. High estimate is for a two-way CCIC/NCIC interface, which is not available
from Sleuth



No cost for Positron Lifeline interface, which has already been procured but not
implemented



Includes printing CAD dispatches to station printers



Professional services include project management, installation, training, miscellaneous
services (e.g., travel expenses), and system integration



Maintenance costs are estimated to be 17% of initial software and interface upgrade costs
plus current maintenance costs; costs increase 5% annually.
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Issue RFP and Procure New CAD System
A competitive procurement, in addition to the change management and training associated with any
new implementation, can be a time-consuming, costly, and resource-intensive process. The
advantage of a competitive procurement is that the County will be able to evaluate a broader range
of vendor solutions and select the one that best meets its needs within budgetary limitations. As
with an upgrade to the existing system, the County should document functional requirements with
extensive end-user input. With a competitive procurement, however, a selected vendor’s proposal
responses will become contractual, providing the County with leverage when negotiating a contract.
The County can create additional leverage by including in the Request for Proposals a contract that
will be the basis for contract negotiations with the selected vendor. Table 28 (below) summarizes the
advantages and disadvantages of procuring a new CAD. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative
are displayed at the bottom of the table and associated assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 28: Advantages and Disadvantages of Procuring a New CAD
Advantages








Can compare available market alternatives
Opportunity to procure a system that best
meets core business needs
Leverage during contract negotiations
Addresses integration needs
Opportunity to negotiate competitive shortterm and long-term pricing
System will be based on modern technological
platform
Opportunity to review Communications
governance structure

Capital Investment
Five-Year Recurring Costs
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Disadvantages






Potentially high short-term costs
Cost associated with procurement process
Establishing a relationship with a new,
unknown vendor
Data conversion needs
Learning curve associated with new technology

$379,000 – $783,000
$85,000 – $245,000
$464,000 – $1,028,000

Dispatch Alternative 3 (Procure New CAD) Cost Assumptions


Full CAD and mapping licenses for three dispatch stations; includes web browser



Mobile and mapping licenses for 42 law enforcement vehicles



Hardware costs include three server environments for CAD/Mobile application and
Communications Server: production, backup and training/testing



Hardware costs include procurement of 37 mobile computers at an estimated cost range of
$6,000 - $8,000 per unit



Interface costs include CCIC/NCIC, master clock, Positron Lifeline, push-to-talk and
paging. Low CCIC/NCIC estimate include integrated CommSys server for one-way queries
to NCIC
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Includes printing CAD dispatches to station printers



Professional services include project management, installation, training, miscellaneous
services (e.g., travel expenses), data conversion and system integration



Maintenance costs are estimated to be 17% of initial software and interface costs; costs
increase 5% annually

Analysis of Dispatch System Alternatives
Table 29 analyzes the ability of each alternative to meet business priorities in light of estimated
system costs. Note that significant differences in system costs include:


Maintaining the status quo assumes no additional functionality, interfaces (with the
exception of the potential addition of the CommSys NCIC server), or hardware upgrades



Hardware costs include upgrading servers to a robust three environment configuration
(production, backup and testing/training) along with upgrading Sleuth or procuring a new
CAD.



The high hardware cost estimate for upgrading Sleuth and both the low and high hardware
cost estimates for procuring a new CAD include the procurement of 37 additional mobile
computing units



Sleuth provides an integrated CommSys NCIC server for one-way NCIC queries (not statespecific), not a 2-way CCIC/NCIC interface. It is assumed that if the County procures a
new CAD, it will include a 2-way CCIC/NCIC interface to allow updates to warrants, sex
offender registration, stolen vehicles, etc. from within the CAD (or RMS) application



Sleuth does not provide master clock, push-to-talk or paging interfaces. It is assumed that if
the county procures a new CAD, it will include these interfaces

The County has already purchased the Positron Lifeline – Sleuth CAD interface. There is no cost
for this interface should the County choose to upgrade Sleuth; the County would have to purchase
this interface should it procure a new CAD and the cost is reflected in the interface cost estimates
for this option.
Given the number of business needs not met by the existing Sleuth CAD system, DELTAWRX
does not recommend maintaining the status quo. Although the existing system serves the entire
county, it does not provide a number of regional features such as mutual aid, unit recommendation
based on jurisdiction or remote CAD access. Furthermore, although the application is integrated
with the RMS, it lacks a number of critical interfaces that would reduce redundant data entry and
improve dispatcher efficiency and service levels. It does not have Positron Lifeline, NCIC/CCIC,
push-to-talk, or paging interfaces and it does not feature integrated mapping.
Upgrading the Sleuth CAD application to a comprehensive CAD is a viable alternative, especially
should the law enforcement agencies decided to use Sleuth for a regional RMS. Some of the existing
system deficiencies could be addressed and, although Sleuth does not provide push-to-talk, paging
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or master clock interfaces the County could add the E9-1-1 interface to improve integration,
efficiency and service levels. The County could also add the NCIC CommSys middleware offered
through Sleuth to allow access to NCIC through the CAD (and RMS) application, eliminating the
need to query the NCIC from an external application, further improving efficiency. Note that the
CommSys solution is for NCIC access only and is not a state-specific application. Proceeding with
this alternative in conjunction with reassessing the communications center structure and governance
could result in an improved regional focus.
Procuring a new CAD is a more involved process and entails the development of a Request for
Proposals. The benefit of this approach is that the County can define requirements based on
business needs and select the system that best meets its needs within a pre-determined budget.
While there is always some need to adapt business practices to new technology, this approach will
reduce the need for the County to develop work-around solutions to accommodate the deficiencies
in the current software. In addition to ensuring integration and efficiency via the incorporation of
desired functional features and interfaces, developing and issuing an RFP for a new CAD system
offers the benefit of allowing the County the opportunity to assess all market alternatives. While
this can be a time consuming process involving additional staffing and consulting costs, it also
affords the opportunity to evaluate the existing governance structure, regionalize communications
and evaluate market options via a competitive procurement process.
The County will realize additional fiscal, operational and integration benefits should it choose to
procure a regional law enforcement records management system in conjunction with the CAD
system. Fiscally, the County will recognize economies of scale in the procurement process and in
the hardware configuration, as well as in the longer-term administrative and maintenance of the
systems. Operationally, the law enforcement agencies and dispatchers will have access to more
information that will increase situational awareness and assist with tactical preparedness. Finally, an
integrated system allows for a more seamless flow of information, streamlined work processes, and
fewer technological issues arising from disparate, interfaced systems.
Table 29: Dispatch System Alternative Decision Matrix
Estimated Five-Year
Cost
Regionalization

Operability

Interoperability

Maintain Status Quo

Upgrade CAD

Procure New CAD

$30,000 – $43,000

$109,000 – $576,000

$464,000 – $1,028,000

Medium

High

High

 Single-agency
governance
Low

 Multi-agency
governance
Low/Medium

 Multi-agency
governance
High

 Does not meet business
needs
 Cannot access data
 Ad hoc reporting
difficult
 Difficult to query
Medium – High

 Cannot access data
 May or may not meet
business needs
 Ad hoc reporting
difficult
 Difficult to query
High

 Addresses current
system deficiencies
 Maximize business
needs met by system

High
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Maintain Status Quo
 No mobile CAD
 No remote CAD access
Low

Upgrade CAD
 Mobile CAD
 Remote CAD access
Medium

Procure New CAD
 Mobile CAD
 Remote CAD access
High

 No interfaces

 Integrated NCIC
 E9-1-1 Interface
 Lacks master clock,
push-to-talk and paging
interfaces
Medium

 Likely to implement all
desired interfaces

 Opportunity to
improve operational
inefficiencies
 Reduce redundant data
entry
 Difficult to mine data
and compile statistical
reports
 End-user familiarity
with system
Medium

 Minimize redundant
data entry
 Easy to query and create
ad hoc reports
 Training required to
learn new system

 Inaccurate data
 Data fields not parsed
 Poor address
verification
 Improved call taking
processes

 Improved data accuracy
 Parsed data fields
 Efficient call taking
processes

Integration

Low

Efficiency

 Redundant data entry
 Difficult to mine data
and compile statistical
reports
 End-user familiarity
with system

Low – Medium

Service Level






5.4

Inaccurate data
Data fields not parsed
Poor address
verification
Inefficient call taking
process

Medium - High

Medium

Law Enforcement Records Management System Alternatives

Three alternatives are considered for law enforcement records management systems: 1) maintain
the status quo and continue use of multiple existing systems; 2) procure a regional law enforcement
RMS from an incumbent vendor; and 3) procure a new regional law enforcement RMS through a
competitive RFP process. A breakdown of estimated costs, along with a comparison of the
assumptions underlying the estimates, is presented in Table 55 & Table 56, Appendix D.

Maintain Status Quo
Each local law enforcement agency expressed satisfaction with its current RMS vendor. The
Sheriff’s Department expressed less satisfaction with Sleuth but felt that the investment already
made in learning to work with the system and work around its limitations would preclude seeking a
new vendor. At the same time, all law enforcement agencies indicated a desire to share information.
Several options exist for sharing information while maintaining the existing systems. One option is
to join the state efforts to share data through COPLINK. If the agencies decide to pursue this
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route, they should ensure that the cost of participating in the effort will provide commensurate
information returns. Another option is to create a regional data warehouse. Creating a regional data
warehouse will require technical resources to manage and maintain the database, as well as
appropriate resources to manage security profiles and access. Both of these options require an
analysis of the data fields and databases and conversion of data to be shared into a standard format.
A third option is to provide each law enforcement agency remote query-only web access to the other
agencies’ records management systems. The feasibility of this third option depends both on the
vendor licensing fee structures and the availability of the functionality from each of the vendors’
products.
Table 30 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of continuing to use the existing Law RMS
applications. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table and
associated assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 30: Advantages and Disadvantages of Continuing to Use Existing Law RMS Applications
Advantages





No new implementation challenges
End-users are familiar with existing technology
Relationship with known vendors
Maintain control over agency data

Capital Investment

Disadvantages







Not a true regional system with seamless
information sharing capabilities
Operational inefficiencies due to redundant data
entry from agency to agency
Duplicated administrative costs
Reduced crime analysis potential
Only Sleuth is integrated with CAD
Information sharing solutions may be costly and
require additional technical resources
$8,000 – $45,000

Five-Year Recurring Costs

$11,000 – $11,000

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

$19,000 – $56,000

Cost Assumptions for Maintaining the Status Quo


Each agency continues using its own RMS application



Agencies add three licenses to allow other agencies access to its RMS



Includes potentially duplicate costs for other information sharing options including creating
a data warehouse and subscribing to COPLINK



Professional services include implementation and training costs associated with data sharing
options



Maintenance cost estimates combine estimated individual agency maintenance costs; costs
increase 5% annually
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Procure Regional Law Enforcement RMS from an Incumbent Vendor
Procuring a regional RMS from an incumbent vendor has several advantages. First and foremost, a
regional RMS would provide an easy and efficient means for sharing information, especially for
operational and tactical purposes. Second, Grand County law enforcement agencies are relatively
small agencies and individually do not have much leverage with any given vendor. Together
agencies can increase leverage and open the door for economies of scale in purchasing power,
especially with ongoing maintenance and support pricing. Third, a number of local technical
support options exist, one of which involves using technical staff more efficiently by sharing support
responsibilities across the agencies. Fourth, the County will avoid the risks of procuring a regional
RMS via a sole source contract.
A major challenge in this scenario is to select a single vendor to support all agencies. Further, an
appropriate cost allocation algorithm must be developed. To overcome these challenges, the
agencies will need a governance structure that adequately represents all agencies. The decision to
regionalize RMS for law enforcement is not solely a matter of technology. The benefits of
combining RMS capabilities are only realized with corresponding shared governance and developed
rules for data interoperability. These efforts have minimal dollar costs associated with them, but
they are critical to the success of regionalization. Shared governance and a well defined mission
should be created before attempting to implement the technology behind a regional RMS.
The disadvantages to choosing an incumbent vendor are 1) market alternatives will not be
considered, and 2) agencies may not find an alternative that best meets their needs. To overcome
the latter challenge, the agencies can carefully document functional requirements based on extensive
end-user input from all agencies and, through a selection committee with representation from all
agencies, identify which vendor best meets the needs within the budgeted amount. The capabilities
and limitations of the current vendors should be identified by a specially appointed committee
representing all involved agencies using various means, including a Request for Information (RFI)
and response to functional requirements, interviews and product demonstrations. The agencies
should then use their combined leverage to carefully define a scope of work, pricing structure, and
ongoing maintenance and support practices prior to contract signing.
Table 31 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of implementing a regional Law RMS from
one of the incumbent vendors. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the
bottom of the table and associated assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 31: Advantages and Disadvantages of Implementing a Law RMS from Incumbent Vendor
Advantages





Sole sourcing may reduce procurement costs
Purchasing power and economies of scale
associated with combining agency numbers
Forces agencies to define functional
requirements on a regional level
Consolidated administrative costs

Disadvantages




No opportunity to assess available alternatives
beyond existing vendors
Potential feelings of dissatisfaction for agencies
switching to another agency’s vendor
Data conversion needs
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Advantages
Information sharing
Opportunity to create a regional governance
structure
County-wide data standards facilitate regional
crime analysis

Capital Investment
Five-Year Recurring Costs
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership
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Disadvantages

$110,000 – $427,000
$52,000 – $234,000
$162,000 – $661,000

Cost Assumptions for Procuring a Regional RMS from an Incumbent Vendor


28 Full RMS licenses



Three JMS licenses



High cost estimate includes 42 field reporting licenses; while the low cost estimate assumes
Sleuth mobile application is only used by existing mobile users



Hardware costs include upgrading servers to a robust three environment configuration
(production, backup and testing/training)



Low NCIC interface estimate assumes integrated CommSys NCIC server (Sleuth); high
estimate assumes two-way interface with state access



Professional services include project management, installation, training, miscellaneous
services (e.g., travel costs), and data conversion



Maintenance costs are estimated to be 17% of initial software and interface costs, which
increase at a rate of 5% annually

Issue RFP and Procure New Regional Law Enforcement RMS
Another way to regionalize, share information, and overcome the challenge associated with using
one of the incumbent vendors is to go through a competitive procurement process and select a
potentially neutral vendor whose capabilities satisfy all stakeholders. A competitive procurement, in
addition to the change management and training associated with any new implementation, can be a
time-consuming, costly, and resource-intensive process. The advantage of a competitive
procurement is that the law enforcement agencies will be able to evaluate a broader range of vendor
solutions and select the one that best meets agency needs within budgetary limitations. As with the
previous alternative, the County should create a governance structure that represents all agencies,
document functional requirements with extensive end-user input from all agencies and, through a
selection committee with representation from all agencies, identify the vendor that best meets the
needs within the budget. Prior to contract signing, the governing body will need to carefully define
a scope of work, pricing structure, and ongoing maintenance and support practices. With a
competitive procurement, a selected vendor’s proposal responses will provide the County with
leverage when negotiating a contract. The County can create additional leverage by including in the
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Request for Proposals a contract that will be the basis for contract negotiations with the selected
vendor.
As noted above in the discussion of dispatch alternatives, the County will realize additional fiscal,
operational and integration benefits should it choose to procure a regional law enforcement records
management system in conjunction with the CAD system. Additionally, the process will create a
regional focus and provide an opportunity to revisit the relationship among the law enforcement
agencies.
Table 32 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of undertaking a competitive procurement
for a new regional law RMS. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom
of the table and associated assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 32: Advantages and Disadvantages of Procuring New Regional Law RMS
Advantages








Opportunity to compare market alternatives
Purchasing power and economies of scale
associated with combining agency numbers
Agencies will define functional requirements on
a regional level
Information sharing
Create a regional governance structure
Revisit relationship among law enforcement
agencies
County-wide data standards facilitate regional
crime analysis

Capital Investment
Five-Year Recurring Costs
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Disadvantage






Potentially high short-term costs
Cost associated with procurement process
Establishing a relationship with a new,
unknown vendor
Data conversion needs
Learning curve associated with new technology

$133,,000 – $403,000
$73,000 – $229,000
$206,000 – $632,000

Cost Assumptions for Procuring a New Regional RMS


28 Full RMS licenses



Three JMS licenses



42 field reporting licenses



Integrated with CAD (e.g., procure CAD/law enforcement RMS together) – no CAD
interface needed



Hardware costs include upgrading servers to a robust three environment configuration
(production, backup and testing/training)



Two-way CCIC/NCIC interface



Professional services include project management, installation, training, miscellaneous
services (e.g., travel costs), and data conversion
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Maintenance costs are estimated to be 17% of initial software and interface costs, which
increase at a rate of 5% annually

Analysis of Law Enforcement Records Management System Alternatives
Table 33 analyzes the ability of each alternative to meet business priorities in light of estimated
system costs. Note that significant differences in system costs include:


Maintaining the status quo includes various options for information sharing; actual costs may
be lower due to some cost overlap in provided options



Implementing a regional solution from an incumbent vendor includes a CAD interface; it is
assumed that procurement of a new regional RMS will likely coincide with procurement of a
new CAD from the same vendor



Maintaining the status quo does not include field reporting options



Hardware costs include upgrading servers to a robust three environment configuration
(production, backup and testing/training) along with implementing a regional solution either
from an incumbent vendor or from a competitively selected vendor



Procuring a new regional RMS includes a full two-way CCIC/NCIC interface; low estimates
for implementing a regional RMS from an incumbent vendor include the integrated
CommSys NCIC server solution

Although the law enforcement agencies can seek ways to share information while allowing each to
keep its existing RMS and maintain control over its own data, there are a number of drawbacks
associated with this approach. These approaches can be costly and will require additional technical
resources. This solution does not provide for a true regional system with seamless information
sharing capabilities, and administrative and technical support costs continue to be duplicated.
The initial costs are likely to be higher with a transition to a new system, whether it is to one of the
incumbent vendors or to a completely new vendor. DELTAWRX recommends defining functional
requirements for either alternative. However, the benefits are of a new system are significant and
include: 1) consolidating administrative and technical costs, 2) a truly regional information system,
with a corresponding regional governance structure, 3) improved information sharing and interagency cooperation, 4) increased purchasing power and economies of scale associated with
combining agency numbers and consolidating infrastructure, administrative and maintenance costs,
and 5) collaboratively selecting a vendor that is mutually agreeable to agencies based on the many
available market alternatives.
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Table 33: Law RMS Alternative Decision Matrix

Estimated Cost
Regionalization

Operability

Interoperability

Integration

Status Quo

Procure Regional RMS
from an Incumbent
Vendor

Issue RFP and Procure
New RMS

$19,000 – $56,000
Low

$162,000 – $661,000
High

$206,000 – $632,000
High

 No data sharing
 Redundant
administrative costs
High

 Data sharing
 Consolidated
administrative costs
Medium

 Data sharing
 Consolidated
administrative costs
High

 All agencies satisfied
with application
performance

 Potential dissatisfaction
with changing to
another agency’s vendor

 Consensus-driven
selection of new vendor
 Meet all user needs
High

Low
 No data sharing
Low

 Data sharing
Low/High

 Data sharing
High

 Only Sleuth interfaced
with CAD

 If not procured from
Sleuth, will require CAD
interface
Medium

 Integrated CAD/Law
RMS maximizes
integration
High
 Fully integrated system;
reduced data entry
 Field reporting

Low

 Potential for less
redundant data entry,
especially from agency
to agency
 Field reporting
High

 Unable to access data
from other agencies for
situational awareness,
crime analysis, or
investigative purposes

 Able to access data
from other agencies for
situational awareness,
crime analysis, or
investigative purposes

 Able to access data
from other agencies for
situational awareness,
crime analysis, or
investigative purposes

Low
Efficiency

Service Level

5.5

High

 Redundant data entry
 No field reporting

High

Fire Records Management System Alternatives

Although most Fire Districts are using only a subset of functionality available from their RMS, all
expressed interest in developing a more robust records management system that would allow the
electronic capture and storage of personnel, training, hazmat, asset management, occupation and
inspection data. Three alternatives are considered for fire records management systems: 1) maintain
the status quo and continue use of the existing independent systems; 2) procure a regional fire RMS
from FIREHOUSE, an incumbent vendor; and 3) procure a new regional fire RMS through a
competitive RFP process. A breakdown of estimated costs, along with a comparison of the
assumptions underlying the estimations, is presented in Table 57 and Table 58, Appendix D.
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Maintain Status Quo
Although most fire agencies expressed a desire to develop a more robust records management
system, the benefits of sharing data across Fire Districts are not as great as those associated with
sharing data across law enforcement agencies. Information tends to be agency-specific, with the
exception of hydrant and pre-planning information, which could be valuable in a mutual aid
situation. Increasing use of each FIREHOUSE application at the agency level is a viable option
since each Fire District currently pays a relatively low annual maintenance fee and has control over
its own data. Additionally, should the Kremmling Fire District desire increased RMS functionality,
the District could procure a FIREHOUSE license. Potential for shared training or technical support
increases if all districts use the same software application.
Several drawbacks are associated with this alternative. Most fire districts expressed dissatisfaction
with the level of customer service from ACS, which might reflect the minor degree of leverage each
has due to its relatively small size. Additionally, the districts expressed frustration with the
complexity of the FIREHOUSE NFIRS reporting and the difficulty with accessing the data for ad
hoc reporting purposes. Training may help the district personnel understand the complex NFIRS
reporting requirements and improve their ability to analyze FIREHOUSE data. Finally, each agency
is maintaining a separate and underutilized system, duplicating technical support efforts that might
be applied more effectively in a regional system.
Table 34 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each agency continuing to use its existing
fire RMS application. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the
table and associated assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 34: Advantages and Disadvantages of Continuing to Use Existing Fire FMS Applications
Advantages






No new implementation challenges
End-users are familiar with existing technology
Relationship with known vendor
Control over own data
Opportunities to share training and technical
support

Capital Investment

Disadvantages





Not sharing data that may be useful in mutual
aid situations
Duplicated administrative costs
Continued dissatisfaction with ACS customer
service
Training required to improve comfort with
application
$0 – $8,000

Five-Year Recurring Costs

$13,000 – $16,000

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

$13,000 – $24,000

Cost Assumptions for Maintaining Status Quo


Low estimate assumes Kremmling continues to use NFIRSonline; high estimate assumes
Kremmling procures FIREHOUSE



High estimate includes procurement of an additional server for Kremmling
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Initial annual maintenance fees are $1,065 for East Grand (five licenses), $625/year for other
districts with FIREHOUSE, and $140/year for Kremmling



Maintenance costs increase 5% annually

Upgrade to a Web-Based Fire RMS from ACS
ACS FIREHOUSE offers a web version of FIREHOUSE. The application and databases each
reside on a single server at one fire district and are accessed over the internet by the other fire
districts. Upgrading to the web-based RMS from ACS provides several advantages. First, Grand
County fire agencies are relatively small agencies and individually do not have much leverage with
ACS. Several agencies noted that they have not been happy with the level of customer services from
ACS, which, as noted above, might reflect limited leverage each has due to its relatively small size.
Together agencies can increase leverage and open the door for economies of scale in purchasing
power, especially with hardware, ongoing maintenance and support pricing. Second, a number of
local technical support options exist, one of which involves using technical staff more efficiently by
sharing support responsibilities across the agencies and by storing multiple databases on a single
server. Third, the agencies could easily share designated data. Fourth, replacement costs for
hardware would decrease over the long-term since only one set of servers is required for the
application.
The decision to regionalize RMS for the fire districts is not solely a matter of technology. The
benefits of combining RMS capabilities are only realized with a corresponding shared governance
structure that should be created before attempting to implement the technology behind a regional
RMS. Hence, if the County decides to pursue this alternative, the agencies will need to create a
governance structure that represents all agencies. The agencies could then use their combined
leverage to negotiate a new contract with ACS, carefully defining a scope of work, pricing structure,
and ongoing maintenance and support practices prior to contract signing.
Another potential upgrade includes the procurement of the FIREHOUSE mobile application, which
would provide for field collection of inspection data. To take advantage of this application, the fire
districts would also need to procure mobile computers.
Table 35 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of upgrading to the regional FIREHOUSE
Web application. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom of the table
and associated assumptions are listed in below the table.
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Table 35: Advantages and Disadvantages of Upgrading to Regional FIREHOUSE Web
Advantages











No new implementation challenges
End-users are familiar with existing technology
Relationship with known vendor
Control over own data
Opportunities to share training and technical
support
Purchasing power and economies of scale
associated with combining agency numbers
Information sharing
Reduced technical support costs
Reduced hardware needs
Potential to implement field inspections

Disadvantages




Potential for continued dissatisfaction with ACS
customer service
Training required to improve comfort with
application
Requires reliable internet access

Capital Investment

$66,000 – $158,000

Five-Year Recurring Costs

$27,000 – $30,000

Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

$93,000 – $188,000

Cost Assumptions for upgrading to regional FIREHOUSE Web


FIREHOUSE Web for five Fire Districts



High estimate includes five FIREHOUSE Mobile licenses and procurement of five mobile
computers



Includes CAD interface



Professional services include installation, and training



Initial maintenance costs are $1,700/year per agency, less 25% for multi-agency
configuration



Initial higher maintenance cost estimate includes $110/year per agency for FIREHOUSE
Mobile application



Maintenance costs increase 5% annually

Procure New Regional Fire RMS
Most of the fire agencies expressed dissatisfaction with the FIREHOUSE application, saying that, if
they found an application that was easier to use and within their budgets, they would consider
moving to a different system. A competitive procurement, in addition to the change management
and training associated with any new implementation, can be a time-consuming, costly, and
resource-intensive process. The advantage of a competitive procurement is that the fire agencies
will be able to evaluate a broader range of vendor solutions and select the one that best meets their
needs within budgetary limitations. The risk is that the districts will need to learn a new application
that may be as cumbersome as FIREHOUSE due to NFIRS requirements. Furthermore, the
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districts will need to develop a relationship with a new vendor that may provide even less support
than ACS.
As with the previous alternative, the fire districts will need to create a governance structure that
represents all participating districts, document functional requirements with extensive end-user input
and, through a selection committee with representation from all agencies, identify the vendor that
best meets the needs within the budget.
Table 36 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of undertaking a competitive procurement
for a new regional fire RMS. Estimated cost ranges for this alternative are displayed at the bottom
of the table and associated assumptions are listed below the table.
Table 36: Advantages and Disadvantages of Procuring New Regional Fire RMS
Advantages




Opportunity to select system that meets needs
Potential for cost reduction
Opportunity to evaluate market options

Disadvantages







Capital Investment
Five-Year Recurring Costs
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Potential for continued dissatisfaction with
customer service
New implementation challenges
Training required to learn new application
Will need to establish a relationship with a new
vendor
NFIRS reporting may continue to be a
cumbersome process due to NFIRS-driven
requirements
Potential loss of functionality
$33,000 – $163,000
$3,000 – $22,000
$36,000 – $185,000

Cost Assumptions for procuring new Fire RMS


High estimate includes procurement of mobile application for field inspections and five
mobile computers



Includes CAD interface



Professional services include project management, installation, and training



Initial maintenance costs are 17% of software and interface costs



Maintenance costs increase 5% annually

Analysis of Fire Records Management System Alternatives
Table 37 analyzes the ability of each alternative to meet business priorities in light of estimated
system costs. Note that significant differences in system costs include:


High estimates for upgrading FIREHOUSE and procuring a new RMS include field
inspection capabilities
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High estimates for upgrading FIREHOUSE and procuring a new RMS include the
procurement of five mobile computers



High estimates for upgrading FIREHOUSE and procuring a new RMS include a CAD
interface



High estimates for upgrading FIREHOUSE and procuring a new RMS include three servers:
application, web and database



Low estimate for procuring a new RMS does not include administrative modules



Maintaining the status quo does not include any professional services
Table 37: Fire RMS Alternative Decision Matrix

Estimated Cost
Regionalization

Operability

Interoperability

Integration

Status Quo

Upgrade FIREHOUSE

Procure New RMS

$13,000 – $24,000

$93,000 – $188,000

$36,000 – $185,000

Low

High

High

 No data sharing
 Redundant
administrative costs
Low

 Data sharing
 Consolidated
administrative costs
Medium

 Data sharing
 Consolidated
administrative costs
Medium - High

 Kremmling
functionality limited to
NFIRS reporting
 Low utilization of
existing modules
 Difficult to access data
for ad hoc reporting
 Frustration with
NFIRS data entry
Low

 Maximized use of
administrative modules
 Without training,
continued frustration
with ad hoc reporting
and NFIRS data entry
 CAD interface provides
report reconciliation

 Maximize use of desired
administrative modules
 CAD interface provides
report reconciliation

High

High

 No data sharing
Low

 Data sharing
Low – High

 Data sharing
High

 No CAD interface

 If not procured from
Sleuth, will require CAD
interface
High

 Integrated CAD/Law
RMS maximizes
integration
High

Low

 Potentially eliminate
manual data collection
and data re-entry
 Potential for field
inspections
 CAD interface reduces
data entry
High

 Potentially eliminate
manual data collection
and data re-entry
 Potential for field
inspections
 CAD interface reduces
data entry
High

 Unable to access data
from other agencies for
mutual aid runs

 Able to access data
from other agencies for
mutual aid runs

 Able to access data
from other agencies for
mutual aid runs

Low

Efficiency

Service Level

 No field reporting
 Manual data collection
and re-entry into
FIREHOUSE
 No CAD interface
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Recommendations

This section presents recommendations to meet the stated objectives of this Capital Improvement
Plan. Recommendations are provided for each of the major public safety communication systems
considered; analysis from Section 5 – Alternatives Analysis and preferences expressed by local
decision makers has been incorporated.

Capital Improvement Recommendations
Recommendation 1 (R-1) Join an Expanded DTRS – The Statewide Digital Trunked Radio
System presents Grand County public safety personnel with the highest level of reliability,
functionality, capacity and interoperability in radio communications. In addition, most of the
infrastructure is maintained by the State; hence local agencies do not pay baseline capital or
maintenance costs for the system. However, additional sites must be added in Grand County in
order for DTRS to provide sufficient coverage for use as a primary radio system. Sites in Winter
Park (Sunspot) and near Granby are recommended at a minimum. Local personnel should test the
coverage currently available with DTRS portable radios to gain a better idea of where coverage on
the present system is unacceptable.
R-1 Five-Year Cost Range = $2.4 million – $6.9 million
Recommendation 2 (R-2) Implement Shared VHF System – Due to continued requirements
for radio coverage in rural areas, voice paging, interoperability and inexpensive user equipment, the
need for analog VHF communications is expected to remain, even if DTRS is used as a primary
radio system. As such, the core VHF system should be made more reliable and operable through
implementation of a simulcast system wherein several channels share the same infrastructure. This
system will provide improved coverage and reliability for the primary dispatch, incident and voice
paging channels used in the County.
R-2 Five-Year Cost Range = $500,000 – $1,200,000
Recommendation 3 (R-3) Implement Partial Upgrade of 9-1-1 CPE Systems – With a partial
upgrade of CPE equipment and the procurement of a master clock application, Grand County can
realize significant improvements to its work efficiency and data consistency. The County should
however, plan for the eventual replacement of the Positron Life Line 100 with the Positron VIPER
and procure the Positron MIS (or equivalent). While a partial upgrade is an interim solution that will
greatly improve integration, efficiency and service delivery, it does not provide the features required
to meet all of the County’s CPE and related systems business needs.
R-3 Five-Year Cost Range = $99,000 – $149,000
Recommendation 4 (R-4) Procure New CAD System – Procuring a new Computer Aided
Dispatch system will provide significant improvements to the operations of the current dispatch
center. As a central dispatch application, CAD ties together 9-1-1, mapping, CCIC databases,
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paging and radio systems into an automated and integrated solution. A new CAD will significantly
improve dispatcher work flow and their ability to service both 9-1-1 calls and first responders. A
new CAD system will also allow for the agencies served by dispatch to have remote terminal and
vehicular mobile access to information
R-4 Five-Year Cost Range = $464,000 – $1,028,000
Recommendation 5 (R-5) Procure New Regional Law RMS – Local law enforcement
departments can achieve significant improvements to operations, regionalization, efficiency and
service level through implementation of a new records management system. In addition, agencies
can dramatically improve data interoperability and information sharing in law enforcement, both of
which are Department of Homeland Security Target Capabilities.
The County will realize additional fiscal, operational and integration benefits should it choose to
procure a regional law enforcement records management system in conjunction with the CAD
system. An integrated system also allows for a more seamless flow of information, streamlined work
processes, and fewer technological issues arising from disparate, interfaced systems.
R-5 Five-Year Cost Range = $206,000 – $632,000
Recommendation 6 (R-6) Maintain Status Quo for Fire RMS – Currently, all fire districts
underutilize the functionality provided by ACE FIREHOUSE. Some of the dissatisfaction with the
current system might be due to unfamiliarity with use and the inherent complexity of NFIRS
reporting. ACS does not want to lose Grand County agencies as customers. Before considering an
upgrade, or a regionalization of the existing system, the fire districts should make efforts to leverage
their combined purchasing power and work with the local ACS representative to receive updated
product information and training, as well as negotiate a reasonable alternative for the Hot Sulphur
Springs-Parshall Fire District, which desires to use a more robust Fire RMS. If the agencies are still
dissatisfied with ACS, they can then plan for the eventual replacement of FIREHOUSE via a
competitive procurement.
R-6 Five-Year Cost Range = $13,000 – $24,000

Supplemental Recommendations
In addition to the capital improvement recommendations listed above, the following related
recommendations are provided to improve communications in the County, but are not necessarily
capital improvements.
Supplemental Recommendation 1 (SR-1) Initiate E9-1-1 Work Ticket – A QWEST work ticket
should be opened to investigate the proper functioning of the E9-1-1 display system. Incoming
caller information should be accepted by the Positron Life Line 100 and sent to the Positron Power
MAP application for geographic display, but this system is not working properly. QWEST is
currently under contract to provide E9-1-1 services and will assist with further analysis and
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identification of the fault. Based on the analysis from QWEST further steps may be required with a
vendor.
SR-1 Five-Year Cost Range = $0
Supplemental Recommendation 2 (SR-2) Upgrade Power MAP – Grand County can upgrade
Power Map for no cost before June 2009.
SR-2 Five-Year Cost Range = $0
Supplemental Recommendation 3 (SR-3) Improve GIS Integration – Public safety
communications applications are increasingly driven by geographic information rather than
traditional data tables. The County’s current and future CAD system, mapping applications, MSAG
and wireless E9-1-1 systems will all benefit from greater input from local GIS personnel.
Development of local GIS layers and integration with public safety system will lead to improved
situational awareness and efficient service.
SR-3 Five-Year Cost Range = Unknown (Additional work for GIS Department)
Supplemental Recommendation 4 (SR-4) Implement E9-1-1 Phase I with Wireless Service
Providers – Once the Power MAP application is functioning properly the County should initiate the
process of Phase I implementation with each local wireless service provider. Successful
implementation will allow for display of 9-1-1 cell phone calls by the cellular tower sector they are
using for the call. This will allow for dispatchers to locate callers that are unable to talk and assist
with identification of redundant calls for the same incident.
SR-4 Five-Year Cost Range = Unknown (Additional work for Dispatch)
Supplemental Recommendation 5 (SR-5) Hire Communications Manager – All current
communications systems, from radio to records management, suffer from lack of technical support.
In some cases technical support is available and even purchased but is not implemented due to lack
of attention. These issues are expected to continue and potentially become more significant as the
recommendations above are implemented and systems become more important for local public
safety. DELTAWRX recommends hiring a full time communications manager to lead regional
communications projects and maintenance of systems. This individual will likely be a CAD
administrator with project management skills suitable for managing radio, 9-1-1, GIS, and RMS
administration, integration, and maintenance. The individual should also facilitate reaching out to
local agencies to ensure that the wide variety of users needs is appropriately addressed.
SR-5 Five Year Cost Range = $250,000 – $325,000
Supplemental Recommendation 6 (SR-6) Create Intergovernmental Communications
Governance – Creation of an intergovernmental communications organization with equitable
representation from all public safety agencies will promote regional interoperability and facilitate
improved decision making. All public safety systems evaluated in this plan including radio, 9-1-1,
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dispatch and records management may be incorporated into this shared governance. The shared
governance will supplant the informal governance currently used.
SR-6 Five-Year Cost Range = Unknown (Administrative costs)
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Funding Mechanisms

The County can consider a number of options to fund the recommended public safety
communications capital improvement projects. The advantages and disadvantages of various
funding options and the ability to support specific recommendations are discussed below. The
following is a summary of the recommendations and expected costs:
Recommendation
R-1 Join an Expanded DTRS
R-2 Implement Shared VHF System
R-3 Implement Partial Upgrade of 9-1-1 CPE Systems

Five-Year Cost Range
Low

–

High

$2,400,000

– $6,900,000

$500,000

– $1,200,000

$99,000

–

$149,000

R-4 Procure New CAD System

$464,000

– $1,028,000

R-5 Procure Regional Law RMS

$206,000

–

$632,000

$13,000

–

$24,000

R-6 Maintain Status Quo for Fire RMS
SR-1 Initiate E9-1-1 Work Ticket

*

SR-2 Upgrade Power MAP

*

SR-3 Improve GIS Integration

*

SR-4 Implement E9-1-1 Phase I with Wireless Service Providers

$250,000

–

SR-5 Hire Communications Manager

*

SR-6 Create Intergovernmental Communications Governance

*

Total

$325,000

$3,932,000 – $10, 258,000

* These recommendations are not expected to have a significant cost.

The cost of recommendations is largely dominated by R-1 and to a lesser degree by both R-2 and R4. In reviewing these costs it is important to consider that the high range of R-1 is not anticipated
and that the majority of costs for R-1 and R-5 and potentially R-2 and R-4 are expected to be funded
by grants if they are to be implemented at all. As such, if all recommendations are implemented, the
out of pocket cost to agencies in the County may only be $1.5 to $3.5 million over five years.

7.1

General Funds

Perhaps the most common funding source used to purchase capital goods is general fund monies.
Funding requests made to a general fund must usually follow the budget preparation rules of the
agency and will be competing against all other funding priorities. In some cases, a specific tax may
be levied (kept separate from the general fund) that is earmarked to pay for certain capital
improvement projects.
As the largest public entity in the County, Grand County government is the most significant source
of general funds for capital improvement. The County may purchase a communications system and
look to cost-sharing agreements with member agencies to recoup costs that would otherwise be
shared proportionally among all participants of a regional system.
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General funds are suitable for the cost or the cost share of recommendations R-1, R-2, R-4, R-5, R-6
as well as SR-4.

7.2

GCETSA Funds

The Grand County Emergency Telephone Service Authority collects a 9-1-1 surcharge of $1.50 per
access line per month, which is the highest rate in Colorado. GCETSA funds a broad array of
emergency communication systems and support including: the Basic Emergency Service Provider,
the 9-1-1 system, emergency notification (reverse 9-1-1), salaries and maintenance of the dispatch
center as well as radio system improvements.
GCETSA funds are best suited for recommendations R-3 and SR-1, SR-2 and SR-3. These funds
may also be used to support R-1, R-2 and R-4.

7.3

Revenue Bonds

Revenue bonds, also referred to as limited obligation bonds, are legally secured by a specified
revenue source. If that revenue source becomes insufficient to make the debt service payments, the
County is not legally obligated to appropriate other revenues for debt repayment. Revenue bonds
may be either self-supporting of non-self-supporting. Self-supporting bonds are repaid from
revenues generated from the financed project. Non-self-supporting bonds are repaid with general
revenues subject to appropriation.
Revenue bonds may be issued in support of capital intensive projects such as those recommended
by R-1, R-2 and R-4.

7.4

General Obligation and Assessment Bonds

A General obligation bond is a bond backed by the credit and “taxing power” of the issuing
jurisdiction rather than the revenue from a given project. These bonds are typically used to finance
projects that do not provide a direct source of revenue.
Assessment bonds are legally backed by the promise of revenue from taxes collected from those
who benefit from the funded project. Assessment bonds can be used to finance a capital
infrastructure project, such as a shared, multi-agency system. Typically, assessment bonds require
local voter approval.
General obligation or assessment bonds may be issued in support of capital intensive projects such
as those recommended by R-1, R-2 and R-4.
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Taxes and Surcharges

Tax revenues or surcharges are commonly used to fund public safety technology projects. A
property tax, or mill levy, may be initiated or increased to support both capitalized and operational
costs of a public safety project. Surcharges on fuel, lodging, citations and rental car taxes are some
of the methods that have been used in other jurisdictions to provide additional revenue.
Taxes and surcharges may be levied to support a number of recommendations including R-1, R-2,
R-4, R-5 and SR-5.

7.6

Sinking and Trust Funds

A sinking fund is a mechanism that allows the County and other local agencies to annually allocate
amounts to an earmarked fund in advance of the procurement. In this way the financial impact of
the system procurement is limited in any single year. A sinking fund can also be created in
conjunction with issuance of a bond. Because the method of annual payments presents less risk to
investors, the issuance and interest costs of a bond can be reduced.
A trust fund serves as a repository of specific city revenue (e.g., sales tax) used for a defined
purpose. Funds can be pooled into a common trust fund, which allows for a diversification of
investments, or an agency/project-specific trust fund such as a Public Safety Trust Fund.
A fund may created in support of capital intensive projects such as those recommended by R-1, R-2
and R-4.

7.7

Lease-Purchase

Lease-purchase financing enables a government to acquire an asset over time with installment
payments. Interest payments are exempt from federal income taxes, enabling the system vendor to
pass these savings to the purchaser. Lease-purchase financing is not backed by the full faith and
credit of the government. A key characteristic of a lease-purchase agreement is the nonappropriation clause, which allows the government to terminate the agreement at any time by
ceasing payments.
Lease-purchase financing is suitable for capital intensive projects with securable assets, such as those
recommended by R-1 and R-2.

7.8

Certificates of Participation

Certificates of Participation are a widely used type of lease-purchase financing mechanism. In a tax
exempt lease purchase financed through Certificates of Participation, individual investors purchase
fractional interests in a particular lease. Each certificate signifies that the investor owns a
proportional interest in the lease payments to be made by the sponsoring government agency. The
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innovative feature of this type of lease-purchase transaction comes from the ability to trade
certificates of participation in the secondary market. This attribute makes the certificates more
marketable, enabling issuers to obtain a lower interest rate than on other types of lease-purchase
financing. The relatively small denominations (typically $5,000) in which certificates are sold spreads
the risk associated with lease-purchase transactions and facilitates an active secondary market.
Certificates of Participation may be used for capital intensive projects with securable assets, such as
those recommended by R-1 and R-2.

7.9

Cooperative Purchasing

Cooperative purchasing refers to the practice of buying from another agency’s competitive
procurement. The most common type is the ability of a department or local agency to buy from the
original purchaser’s price agreement list. This allows for the purchase of equipment at volume
discounts without going through a separate bidding process. Similarly, the County may opt to lead a
cooperative purchasing effort with all agencies that plan to participate in a new regional system.
Participating agencies then have the option to purchase their own equipment to join the system.
Cooperative purchasing can be used to support user equipment purchases for recommendations R-1
and R-2.

7.10 Forfeiture and Seizure Funds
Asset forfeiture funds involve the confiscation and subsequent liquidation of assets used in criminal
activities which are used to fund law enforcement initiatives. Assets typically include cash, property,
vehicles, and businesses. Similar to asset forfeiture funds, drug seizure funds are funds acquired
through the confiscation and subsequent liquidation of assets used in drug-related crimes which are
then used to fund law enforcement initiatives.
Forfeiture and seizure funds can be used to support law enforcement projects such as the records
management system recommended by R-5.

7.11 Subscription Fees and Cost Allocation
Subscription fees or charge-backs are a way to collect payments from system users on a periodic
basis in order to recoup the capital cost of a communication system. Subscription fees can be
structured differently for infrastructure, end-user equipment and service fees, as well as for initial
system users and additional system users.
The County currently employs a cost allocation formula for communications services based upon
calls for service. The model may be adjusted to better accommodate user needs. Calls for service is
an appropriate metric for dispatch services, however, other services of the communications center
may also be considered as part of the cost allocation.
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Subscription fees are not in themselves a direct funding mechanism, but rather means of allowing
member agencies to contribute their share of funding through any number of mechanisms available.
Subscription fees may be used to support funding any of the recommendations.

7.12 Grant Funding
State and federal grants are an excellent source for funding regional communications projects that
improve emergency response capabilities. While grants have recently been an important source of
project funding, most programs are experiencing decreases in award amounts and increased
competition for the limited funds. Success with grant awards is dependent on a number of factors
including, regionalizing systems, improving target capabilities in line with national guidance,
developing representative regional governance, providing documented support from strategic plans
and developing strong personal relationship with the issuing office.
In pursuing grants, particular attention should be paid to Section 4 of this Plan. Interoperability is
the focus of the communications Target Capability and its improvement is the basis for most
homeland security programs. Also, many grant programs have a cost share component requiring
local agencies to contribute 20 – 25% of the total funding. Projects funded with grants can take
many years from the time of initial application to project implementation. A few of the most
relevant grant programs applicable to public safety communications projects in the County are
described below.

Northwest All-Hazards Homeland Security Region
Federal and state homeland security grant program funds are distributed by nine all-hazards regions
in Colorado. Grand County is a member of the ten-county Northwest Region. The County may
submit an Investment Justification for improving a target capability, such as interoperable
communications, or information sharing in law enforcement. The more local support, consistency
with regional planning and documentation of regional benefits, the better the chances are of
receiving funding through this program.
The Northwest All-Hazards Region is best suited to support Investment Justification for
recommendation R-1, but may also support R-2, R-4 or R-5.

Byrne Justice Assistance Grant (Byrne/JAG)
This program supports a wide range of activities that are intended to prevent and control crime
based on local needs. Funds may be used for personnel, equipment, training, technical assistance,
and information systems. Forty percent of funds are sent directly to local law enforcement agencies
and the remaining 60% of funds are distributed through State governments.
The Justice Assistance Grant program is best suited to support R-5, but may also support R-1 and
R-2.
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Assistance to Firefighters Grants (AFG) Program
AFG “Fire Grants” assist firefighting and emergency response needs of fire departments and nonaffiliated emergency medical services organizations. Interoperable communications has been and is
expected to continue as one of the key focus areas of this program.
The AFG program is best suited to support R-1 and R-2.

Community Oriented Policing Service (COPS)
The COPS – Law Enforcement Technology and Interoperability Grant Program provides funding
for the development of technologies and automated systems that help law enforcement agencies
prevent, respond to, and investigate crime. These grants are awarded on a competitive basis.
COPS is best suited to support recommendation R-5.

Commercial Equipment Direct Assistance Program (CEDAP)
CEDAP is administered by FEMA to enhance regional response capabilities and mutual aid by
providing technology and equipment to public safety agencies in smaller jurisdictions. Awardees
must not have recently received technology funding under the Urban Area Securities Initiative or the
Assistance to Firefighters Grants programs.
CEDAP is best suited to support recommendations R-1 and R-2.

Energy and Mineral Impact Assistance Program
The Energy and Mineral Impact Assistance Program provides grants and low-interest loans for
communities impacted by the development, processing, or energy conversion of minerals and
mineral fuels. Public safety agencies in Grand County are eligible for this program. Projects are
judged by their ability to address a community need, local commitment, measurable outcomes and
readiness to implement.
This program is best suited to support R-1 and R-2.
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Implementation Plan

This section presents a plan for implementing the recommendations described in Section 6. The
most important first step in implementing this Capital Improvement Plan is communication of its
purpose and recommendations with key stakeholders, especially with individuals who were not
involved in development of the plan. Obtaining support for the recommendations and addressing
any opposition should take place before pursuing any of the larger projects.
After the plan has been communicated and there is consensus amongst key decision makers, the
recommendations should be prioritized in terms of urgency. The schedule for grant applications
should be an important factor in determining urgency since many of the recommendations require
this support. In most cases there is no set deadline for implementation, except for R-2, which is
intended to address FCC narrowbanding mandates. As previously discussed all radio
communications using VHF and UHF frequencies must be converted to narrowband format by
2013.
A project manager should be assigned to each recommendation. For the highest priority
recommendations, the project manager should write a brief project charter using excerpts from this
plan to guide progress towards successful implementation. The charter should list the overall
objective, project stakeholders, budget and other relevant project constraints. The project manager
should then take the lead to coordinate all activities for implementation of the recommendation.
Lastly, the GCETSA, or other body assigned to govern projects related to this plan, should revisit
progress made toward implementing recommendations on an annual or more regular basis. Updates
to the plan should again be circulated to key stakeholders until either the recommendations have
been implemented or those remaining are no longer deemed necessary.
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List of Personnel Interviewed

Table 38: List of Personnel Interviewed
Last Name
Adams
Andrews
Bock

First Name
Kim
Dave
Brenda

Boyes

David

Grand Fire

970-887-3380

Campbell
Dart
Davis
Denney
Felsen
Finley
Florquist
Hale
Haynes
Holzwarth
Housley
Jennings
Johnson
Koogle
Long
McKeloy
McNamee
McQuery
Nelson
Paichaki
Salazar
Spade
Trainor
Trotter
Tucker
Woros
Whitehurst
Troter
Peters

Jim
Bob
George
Trevor
Mark
Mona
Bob
Shane
Ken
Todd
Bill
Ray
Rod
Don
Mike
Linda
Susan
Neil
Drew
Leo
Pauline
Scott
Glen
Catherine
Tony
Martin
Scott
Jason
Bonnie
Russ

GCSO
City of Winter Park
Hot Sulphur Springs Fire

970-725-3343
970-726-5514

Phones West / Ski Area
GCSO - Records
GCSO
Town of Grand Lake

303-316-1000
970-725-3343
970-725-3343

East Grand Fire
Granby PD
Grand County OEM/EMS
GCSO
Grand County EMS
Grand Lake Fire
QWEST

970-726-5824
970-887-9282

GCSO
City of Winter Park
GCSO
QWEST
Kremmling PD - Records
Fraser / Winter Park PD
City of Fraser
Kremmling FD

970-725-3343
970-726-8081
970-725-3343
303-607-6702
970-724-3318
970-722-7779
970-726-5491

Valor Systems
ACS FIREHOUSE
Sundance Systems
Sleuth
Creative Microsystems, Inc.
CTS America
GeoConex
Indico

603-323-1911
800-921-5300
216-328-8551
505-944-0363
800-686-9313
877-762-7826
865-686-0411
800-692-5963

Sales Dept.
Sales Dept.
Sales Dept.
Sales Dept.

Organization

Phone
970-725-3347

Dave Andrews Radio

970-887-2732

Email
dandrewsvideo@gmail.com
bbock@rkymtnhi.com
grandfire@comcast.net;
dboyes@comcast.net
jcampbell@co.grand.co.us
maplestreet@rkymtnhi.com
tdenney@co.grand.co.us
mfelsen@foneswest.com
bflorquist@co.grand.co.us
glmanager@townofgrandlake.com
khaynes@co.grand.co.us
toddh@eastgrandfire.com
whousley@granbypolice.com
rjennings@co.grand.co.us
rjohnson@co.grand.co.us
dkoogle@co.grand.co.us
mlong@grandlakefire.org

Pauline.Salazar@qwest.com
kpd@townofkremmling.org
gtrainor@wpgov.com
ttchief@netspeed.us
mworos@co.grand.co.us
Swhitehurst@valorsystems.com
petersb@sundance-sys.com
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Current Radio Coverage Maps

Propagation Model Information
DELTAWRX uses modeling software based on the Okumura propagation model and which
represents an enhancement of the equations presented in the TIA Working Group 8.18 paper
entitled “On the Standardization of a Methodology for the Modeling, Simulation and Empirical
Verification of Wireless Communications System Performance in Noise and Interference Limited
Systems”. This model uses the USGS data on land use and land clutter and is enhanced in the areas
of environmental analysis and knife edge diffraction in rapidly changing terrain.
The green shaded areas in the propagation models provided depict a Delivered Audio Quality
(DAQ) of 3.4 with a 95% confidence. VHF coverage maps use a signal threshold of -102 dB, while
800 MHz coverage maps use a signal threshold of -105 dB with a 2% bit error rate. Given proper
input, propagation models predict expected overall coverage for a region, but not for any particular
location.
The propagation models generally predict that existing VHF systems are talk-in limited, and that
existing 800 MHz systems are talk-out limited for mobiles, and talk-in limited for portables. The
following information site information is used to produce the coverage predictions:
Channel

Site Name

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

HTT
(ft)

Power
(W)

SO White
SO Blue
SO West
SO East
Public Safety
Fire/EMS Paging
Fire/EMS Paging
Paging
SAR Repeater
R+B Repeater
EMS Repeater

South Cottonwood
Mount Chauncey
Wolford Site
East Grand Fire site
South Cottonwood
North Cottonwood
Grouse Mountain
South Cottonwood
North Cottonwood
Mount Chauncey
North Cottonwood

40-02-20
40-04-48
40-07-05
39-56-14
40-02-20
40-02-27
40-08-06
40-02-20
40-02-27
40-04-48
40-02-27

106-02-35
105-59-57
106-23-29
105-47-50
106-02-35
106-04-00
106-10-26
106-02-35
106-04-00
105-59-57
106-04-00

30
30
30
60
30
53
40
20
35
30
60

110
80
50
70
110
80
60
50
30
100
70

Notes:
(1) Sources: www.fcc.gov; Interview with Dave Andrews (January 15, 2009).
(2) South Cottonwood Paging is typically used when paging from other sites is not possible.
(3) All sites use 6 dB omni- directional antennas, Model 2224B.
(4) Assumed a 7/8" foam coaxial line for all TX and RX sites.
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Figure 4: SO White & Public Safety (South Cottonwood) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 68%
Note: Users stated that mobile talk-out coverage for this channel was slightly higher (~70%).
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Figure 5: SO White & Public Safety (South Cottonwood) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 35%
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Figure 6: SO West (Mount Wolford) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 59%
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Figure 7: SO West (Mount Wolford) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 33%
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Figure 8: SO East (East Grand Fire Station) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 30%
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Figure 9: SO East (East Grand Fire Station) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 11%
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Figure 10: SO Blue (Mount Chauncey) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 54%

Note: Users stated that mobile talk-out coverage for this channel was slightly higher.
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Figure 11: SO Blue (Mount Chauncey) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 27%

* Note: Users stated that portable talk-in coverage for this channel was closer to 40%.
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Figure 12: Most Likely Server (Portable Talk-in) Analysis of Law Channels

* This graph shows which channels have the strongest signals in any given point. As with previous coverage
maps, the shaded colors depict areas where voice communications has a Delivered Audio Quality (DAQ)
of 3.4 (or higher) with a 95% confidence (using a -102 dB signal threshold).
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Figure 13: Paging (North Cottonwood) – Portable Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 34%
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Figure 14: Paging (Grouse Mountain) – Portable Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 38%
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Figure 15: Paging (South Cottonwood) – Portable Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 42%

.
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Figure 16: EMS (North Cottonwood) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 53%
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Figure 17: EMS (North Cottonwood) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 24%
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Figure 18: Road & Bridge (Mount Chauncey) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 56%
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Figure 19: Road & Bridge (Mount Chauncey) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 27%
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Figure 20: SAR (North Cottonwood) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 43%
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Figure 21: SAR (North Cottonwood) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 23%
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DTRS Coverage Maps

Figure 22: State DTRS (DELTAWRX Model) – Mobile Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 59%
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Figure 23: State DTRS (State Model) – Mobile Talk-in Coverage

Source: Coleman, Kim. E-mail sent to DELTAWRX (December 2008). The percent area coverage of the
system in Grand County is not provided. The DTRS propagation model developed by the State is also
provided for comparative purposes. In general, the State’s model shows more coverage than models in this
plan. This variation may be due to differences in assumptions used to develop each of the models. The state
has not provided the basis or background information for their coverage estimates.
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Table 39 : 800 MHz State DTRS Site Data

Site

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

Ant.
Type
(1)

TX Ant.
HTT (ft)
(2),(3)

RX
Ant.
HTT
(ft)

DTRS Sites in Grand County
Grouse

40-08-05.9

106-10-26.1

9dB

80.0

100.0

Blue Ridge

39-55-41.0

106-16-12.1

9dB

40.0

60.0

Table Mountain

40-09-47.9

105-54-16.1

9dB

68.9

88.9

DTRS Sites in Surrounding Counties
Buffalo Pass

40-32-14.9

106-40-35.2

9dB

40.0

60.0

Walton

40-21-16.0

106-41-55.0

9dB

125.0

145.0

King

40-01-13.6

106-48-24.5

4dB

89.9

109.9

Mines

39-47-39.9

105-45-49.0

9dB

45.9

65.9

Dakota

39-52-11.0

105-33-02.0

11dB

26.2

46.2

Prospect

40-21-33.9

105-31-19.0

11dB

68.9

88.9

Notes
(1) Used 4dB omni TX $ RX antennas (Sinclair, Model: SRL433) for the King site;
used 10.2dB omni antennas, with vertical polarization (Celwave, Model:
PD10183-2) for Dakota and Prospect sites; used 9dB omni antennas, with
vertical polarization (Celwave, Model: A08609) for all other sites.
(2) Ant. HTT - Antenna Height-to-Tip; Base Station Power on all DTRS sites = 1
(3) Assumed a 7/8" foam coaxial line for all TX and RX sites.
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Mobile Data Coverage in Grand County

Figure 24: Verizon Wireless EVDO Broadband Coverage

EVDO Broadband
Enhanced Services
Coverage
Water
No Coverage

3rd Party
Coverage

* Source: www.verizonwireless.com
** Map is not shows to scale.
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List of Agencies Considered for Interoperability

List of Agencies Considered for Interoperability
Local Law Agencies
Grand County Sheriff’s Office
Granby PD
Kremmling PD
Winter Park / Fraser PD
Local Fire Agencies
Grand Lake Fire Protection District (FPD)
Grand District 1 (Granby FPD)
Hot Sulphur Springs-Parshall FPD
East Grand FPD
Kremmling FPD
Other Local Agencies
Grand County EMS
Grand County Search & Rescue
Grand County Road & Bridge
Kremmling Memorial Hospital
State & Federal Agencies
Colorado State Police
United States Forest Service
Bureau of Land Management
National Parks Service
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Cost Estimates for Alternatives Analysis

Costs to Maintain Existing Radio Systems
Costs to maintain existing radio systems include the replacement of 10 – 20 analog, wideband-only
radios; half of these are assumed to be mobiles. Replacement of analog radios ranges from $500 to
$2,000 per unit, depending on manufacturer and functionality desired. It is also assumed that
portable batteries will need to be replaced; these units are estimated to range from $50 to $100. In
addition, it is estimated that all of the existing (550) radios will require reprogramming in order to
install the new narrowband template; this cost is estimated to range from $10 to $50 per unit. Lastly,
system maintenance is estimated to range from 10% to 12% of site infrastructure and user
equipment.
Estimates to maintain the existing paging system are also included; these estimates include replacing
Minitor pagers that are not narrowband capable and replacing a paging station at Grouse Mountain.
Table 40: Costs to Maintain Existing Radio Systems
Item
Radios (10 – 20 units)
Radio reprogramming (550 units)
Radio installation (5 – 10 units)
Radio batteries (5 – 10 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance (10% – 12%)
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$5,000
5,500
1,000
250
8,000
40,000
$59,750
6,000
$65,750

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$40,000
30,000
2,000
1,000
11,000
60,000
$144,000
20,000
$164,000

Costs to Implement a Shared VHF Simulcast System
Costs to implement both a two-site and a three-site VHF simulcast system are detailed below.
Costs to implement a two-site VHF simulcast radio system include costs for backhaul, site
equipment, user equipment, engineering/implementation and other professional assistance. Costs
for backhaul include estimates for two 4.9 GHz hops, which range from $30,000 to $40,000 per link.
4.9 GHz backhaul components include: an outdoor unit, which contains all the radio networking
elements and transceivers; an indoor unit, which connects to its outdoor unit via a powered cable;
and an external antenna. Note that microwave backhaul was not estimated because preliminary
microwave planning could not establish line-of-site between all of the proposed sites. Although 4.9
GHz is a viable alternative, the County should conduct a more thorough study prior to purchasing
any backhaul equipment.
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Additional site equipment includes provision of utility power, simulcast control equipment, a
comparator and antenna systems. It assumed that all sites will require provision of utility power;
estimates for this provision ranges from $100,000 to $140,000 at each site. The County will also
require a comparator at one site and simulcast control equipment at each site; simulcast control
equipment is estimated range from $20,000 to $40,000 per site. New dual transmit/receive antenna
systems are also suggested; these include 9 dB omni-directional antenna systems. Each antenna
system is estimated to range from $4,000 to $7,000.
Estimates for user equipment include the same items required to maintain existing radio systems,
including replacement of 10 – 20 analog radios, radio batteries ($10 - $50 per unit), and installation
of 5 – 10 mobile radios, as well as reprogramming all (550) user radios. Estimates to maintain the
existing paging system are also included; these costs include replacing Minitor pagers that are not
narrowband capable and replacing a paging station at Grouse Mountain.
Engineering, implementation and installation are estimated to range from 20% to 25% of the costs
for backhaul, new site development and user equipment; and system maintenance is estimated to
range from 10% to 12% of site infrastructure and user equipment. Professional assistance includes
costs to conduct detailed site surveys of the proposed site locations.
It is also assumed that the County can obtain the required FCC licenses given for the proposed
antennas and the resulting ERP. However, the FCC may impose restrictions on the proposed
configuration to limit interference, resulting in a loss of coverage.
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Table 41: Costs to Implement a Shared VHF Simulcast System (Two Sites)
Item
4.9 GHz backhaul (2 hops)
Utility power (2 sites)
Simulcast control equipment (2 sites)
Voter comparator
Antennas (2 systems)
Radios (10 – 20 units)
Radio reprogramming (550 units)
Radio installation (5 – 10 units)
Radio batteries (5 – 10 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Subtotal
Engineering & implementation (20% – 25%)
Other professional assistance
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance (10% – 12%)
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$60,000
200,000
40,000
13,000
8,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
250
8,000
40,000
$380,250
76,000
2,000
$458,250
38,000
$496,250

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$80,000
280,000
80,000
20,000
14,000
40,000
30,000
2,000
1,000
11,000
60,000
$618,000
155,000
30,000
$803,000
74,000
$877,000

Adding another site to the simulcast system increases coverage, but also requires implementation of
a third site with simulcast control equipment and appropriate backhaul. Table 42 (below) estimates
the cost of a three-site simulcast system.
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Table 42: Costs to Implement a Shared VHF Simulcast System (Three Sites)
Item
4.9 GHz backhaul (3 hops)
Utility power (3 sites)
Simulcast control equipment (3 sites)
Voter comparator
Antennas (3 systems)
Radios (10 – 20 units)
Radio reprogramming (550 units)
Radio installation (5 – 10 units)
Radio batteries (5 – 10 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Subtotal
Engineering & implementation (20% – 25%)
Other professional assistance
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance (10% – 12%)
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$90,000
300,000
60,000
13,000
12,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
250
8,000
40,000
$534,250
107,000
2,000
$643,250
53,000
$696,250

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$120,000
420,000
120,000
20,000
21,000
40,000
30,000
2,000
1,000
11,000
60,000
$845,000
211,000
30,000
$1,086,000
101,000
$1,187,000

Costs to Join the Existing State DTRS
Joining the State DTRS will some infrastructure upgrades and replacement of almost all user radios.
A microwave link between the Dispatch and the Grouse Mountain Site will need to be upgraded.
The County will also need to upgrade the existing Gold Elite Radio Consoles to fully interoperate
with the State DTRS. It is estimated that 330 portable and 220 mobile digital radios will be required
for law, fire, EMS, SAR and Road & Bridge departments. These radios are estimated to range from
$2,000 to $5,000 depending on the manufacturer, features and accessories desired. It is also
assumed that spare portable batteries will need to be purchased; these units are estimated from $50
to $120 each.
Estimates to maintain the existing paging system are also included; these estimates include replacing
Minitor pagers that are not narrowband capable and replacing a paging station at Grouse Mountain.
Estimates for system maintenance of the paging system and user radios are estimated to range from
8 - 10% of the hardware costs or approximately $100,000 to $300,000. The DTRS infrastructure is
maintained by the State of Colorado.
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Table 43: Costs to Join the Existing State DTRS
Item

Microwave backhaul
Dispatch radio console upgrade
Radios (550 units)
Mobile radio installations (220 units)
Radio reprogramming (550 units)
Radio batteries (330 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$60,000
10,000
1,100,000
44,000
5,000
16,500
8,000
40,000
$1,283,500
100,000
$1,383,500

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$140,000
60,000
2,750,000
88,000
30,000
39,600
11,000
60,000
$3,178,600
300,000
$3,478,600

–

Costs to Join an Expanded DTRS
Two Additional Sites
This section contains cost estimates to add various two-site combinations to the existing State
DTRS network. Cost estimates are first provided for the option to add Sunspot and a proposed site
northwest of Granby (see Figure 43). Estimates for other two-site combinations are also presented and
compared.
Estimates for the option to add Sunspot and a site northwest of Granby include costs for backhaul, site
development, site equipment, user equipment, engineering/implementation and other professional
assistance. Costs for backhaul include two 6 GHz microwave hops, each of which is estimated to
range from $60,000 to $140,000. Estimates also include a passive repeater which is intended to
enhance reliability of the microwave link connecting Sunspot. Table 62 contains a line-of-site
(microwave) analysis of various site additions.
The proposed site northwest of Granby is assumed to require a 60 ft. tower, a 10 ft. x 20 ft. equipment
building, provision of utility and backup power. Each of the sites will be also be fitted with five
trunked base stations, one alarm & control system, one site controller, one networking system, one
multiplexer, one transmit combiner, and one receiver multi-coupler. Trunked base stations are
estimated to range from $23,000 to $26,000; this estimate includes the cost for a cabinet, fan, and
duplexer. Most of other site equipment is assumed to operate on 120 VAC power. It is also
assumed that two 9 dB omni-directional, transmit/receive antenna systems will be required; each
antenna system is estimated to range from $1,200 to $3,400. Additionally, it is estimated that the
dispatch radio consoles will require upgrade.
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Costs for user equipment include replacement of 550 radios and eventual replacement of radio
batteries, which is estimated to range from $50 to $120 per unit. User equipment will also include
reprogramming of 550 radios and installation of 220 mobiles. Engineering, implementation and
installation are estimated to be between 20% and 25% of the costs for backhaul, new site
development and user equipment; and system maintenance is estimated to be the same as estimated
for joining DTRS without additional sites ($100,000 - $300,000). Professional assistance includes
costs to conduct detailed site surveys of the proposed site locations.
Estimates to maintain the existing paging system are also included; these estimates include replacing
Minitor pagers that are not narrowband capable and replacing a paging station at Grouse Mountain.
Table 44: Costs to Add Sunspot & a Site Northwest of Granby to the State DTRS
Item
Microwave hops (2 links)
Single passive repeater
10 x 20 ft building, R56 standards
Utility power (1 site)
20 KW propane generators (2 units)
60 foot tower with 10’ x 20’ building
Trunked base stations (10 units)
Alarm and control equipment (2 units)
Trunked site controllers (2 units)
Networking equipment, router & switch (2 units)
Multiplexer / multi-channel banks (2 units)
Transmit combiners, 6 channels (2 units)
Receiver multi-couplers & pre-amplifiers (2 units)
Transmit/receive antennas (2 systems)
Dispatch radio console upgrade
Radios (550 units)
Mobile radio installations (220 units)
Radio programming (550 units)
Radio batteries (330 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Subtotal
Engineering & implementation (20% – 25%)
Other professional assistance
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$120,000
30,000
60,000
100,000
24,000
80,000
230,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
4,000
16,000
8,000
2,400
10,000
1,100,000
44,000
5,000
16,500
8,000
40,000
$1,945,900
390,000
2,000
$2,247,900
100,000
$2,347,900

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$280,000
60,000
90,000
140,000
26,000
120,000
260,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
6,000
24,000
12,000
6,800
60,000
2,750,000
110,000
30,000
39,600
11,000
60,000
$4,139,400
1,030,000
30,000
$5,199,400
300,000
$5,499,400
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The estimated capital investment for other two-site combinations is contained in Table 45 (below).
Table 45: Costs to Add Other Two-Site Combinations
Site Name / Location
Sunspot &
Grand Lake Fire Station
Sunspot &
South Cottonwood
South Cottonwood &
Grand Lake Fire Station
Northwest of Granby &
Grand Lake Fire Station

Total Capital Investment

Cost Difference*

Low

–

High

$2,230,000

–

$5,070 ,000

Extra hop; no provision of electricity

$2,350,000

–

$5,240,000

Extra hop

$2,310,000

–

$5,170,000

Extra hop; one less passive repeater

$2,410,000

–

$5,260,000

Extra 60 ft. tower and 10’ x 20’, R56 building;
one less passive repeater

* Cost differences are compared to the estimates specified in Table 44.

Three Additional Sites
This table below estimates the total capital investment required to add Sunspot, a site northwest of
Granby, and a site at Grand Lake Fire Station.
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Table 46: Costs to Add Three Sites to the Existing State DTRS
Item
Microwave hops (3 links)
Single passive repeater
10 x 20 ft building, R56 standards (2 units)
Utility power (1 site)
20 KW propane generators (3 units)
60 foot tower with 10’ x 20’ building (2 units)
Trunked base stations (15 units)
Alarm and control equipment (3 units)
Trunked site controllers (3 units)
Networking equipment, router & switch (3 units)
Multiplexer / multi-channel banks (3 units)
Transmit combiners, 6 channels (3 units)
Receiver multi-couplers & pre-amplifiers (3 units)
Transmit/receive antennas (3 systems)
Dispatch radio console upgrade
Radios (550 units)
Mobile radio installations (220 units)
Radio programming (550 units)
Radio batteries (330 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Subtotal
Engineering & implementation (20% – 25%)
Other professional assistance
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$180,000
30,000
120,000
100,000
36,000
160,000
345,000
24,000
24,000
24,000
6,000
24,000
12,000
3,600
10,000
1,100,000
44,000
5,000
16,500
8,000
40,000
$2,312,100
460,000
2,000
$2,774,100
100,000
$2,874,100

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$420,000
60,000
180,000
140,000
39,000
240,000
390,000
27,000
27,000
27,000
9,000
36,000
18,000
10,200
60,000
2,750,000
110,000
30,000
39,600
11,000
60,000
$4,683,800
1,170,000
30,000
$5,883,800
300,000
$6,183,800

Estimated costs to add Sunspot, a site at South Cottonwood, and a site at Grand Lake Fire Station are
approximately equal to those noted in the table above (Table 46).
Four Additional Sites
This table below estimates the total capital investment required to add Sunspot, a site northwest of
Granby, a site at Grand Lake Fire Station, and a site at Kremmling Fire Station.
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Table 47: Costs to Add Four Sites to the Existing DTRS
Item
Microwave hops (4 links)
Single passive repeater (2 units)
10 x 20 ft building, R56 standards (3 units)
Utility power (1 site)
20 KW propane generators (3 units)
60 foot tower with 10’ x 20’ building (3 units)
Trunked base stations (20 units)
Alarm and control equipment (4 units)
Trunked site controllers (4 units)
Networking equipment, router & switch (4 units)
Multiplexer / multi-channel banks (4 units)
Transmit combiners, 6 channels (4 units)
Receiver multi-couplers & pre-amplifiers (4 units)
Transmit/receive antennas (4 systems)
Dispatch radio console upgrade
Radios (550 units)
Mobile radio installations (220 units)
Radio programming (550 units)
Radio batteries (330 units)
Paging station
Voice pagers (100 units)
Subtotal
Engineering & implementation (20% – 25%)
Other professional assistance
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$240,000
60,000
180,000
100,000
48,000
240,000
460,000
32,000
32,000
32,000
8,000
32,000
16,000
4,800
10,000
1,100,000
44,000
5,000
16,500
8,000
40,000
$2,708,300
541,660
2,000
$3,251,960
100,000
$3,351,960

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$560,000
120,000
270,000
140,000
52,000
360,000
520,000
36,000
36,000
36,000
12,000
48,000
24,000
13,600
60,000
2,750,000
110,000
30,000
39,600
11,000
60,000
$5,288,200
1,322,050
30,000
$6,640,250
300,000
$6,940,250

Estimated costs to add Sunspot, a site at South Cottonwood, a site at Grand Lake Fire Station, and a site at
Kremmling Fire Station are approximately equal to those noted in the table above (Table 47).
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Costs to Implement Hybrid VHF/DTRS Solutions
Dual-band Radios
To fully deploy this solution, it is estimated that the County would purchase up to one dual-band
radio for every paid and volunteer staff in law, fire, EMS, SAR and Road & Bridge departments. A
minimum of one radio per department/district is assumed for the minimum level of this solution.
Based on this estimate, it is assumed that law, fire and EMS, SAR and Road & Bridge departments
will require 50, 150, 40, 30, & 20 units, respectively. Dual-band radios are estimated to range from
$5,000 to $8,000; and replacement of batteries is estimated to range from $50 to $120. System
maintenance is also estimated to range from 10% to 12% of user equipment fees.
Table 48: Costs for Dual-band Radios
Agency
Law (4 – 50 radios)
Fire (5 – 150 radios)
EMS (1 – 40 radios)
SAR (1 – 30 radios)
Road & Bridge (1 – 20 radios)
Batteries (0 – 290)
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance (10% – 12%)
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$20,000
25,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
0
$60,000
6,000
$66,000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$400,000
1,200,000
320,000
240,000
160,000
35,000
$2,355,000
282,000
$2,637,000

Cross-band Vehicular Repeaters
To fully deploy this solution, it is estimated that the County will purchase one cross-band vehicular
repeater (CBVR) for every ten mobile units, or 25 CBVRs. Based on this estimate, it is assumed that
law, fire and EMS will require five, six, and two units, respectively. These devices are estimated to
range from $25,000 to $35,000 per unit.
Table 49: Costs for Cross-band Vehicular Repeaters
Agency
Law (1 – 5 units)
Fire (1 – 6 units)
EMS (0 – 2 units)
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance (10% – 12%)
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$25,000
25,000
0
$50,000
5,000
$55,000

–
–
–
–
–
–

$175,000
210,000
52,500
$410,500
50,000
$460,500
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Mobile Gateways
To fully deploy this solution, it is estimated that the County will purchase one mobile gateway for
every 15 mobile units, or eight gateways. Based on this estimate, it is assumed that law, fire and
EMS agencies will require three, four, and one mobile gateways, respectively. These units are
estimated to range from $10,000 to $100,000 each. Prices vary depending on manufacturer, quality,
and functionality desired. System maintenance is also estimated to range from 10% to 12% of user
equipment fees.
Table 50: Costs for Mobile Gateways
Agency
Law (1 – 3 units)
Fire (1 – 4 units)
EMS (0 – 1 unit)
Initial Capital Investment
Five-Year Maintenance (10% – 12%)
Total Five-Year Cost of Ownership

Cost Estimate
Low

–

High

$10,000
10,000
0
$20,000
2,000
$22,000

–
–
–
–
–
–

$300,000
400,000
100,000
$800,000
96,000
$896,000
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Table 51: Cost Comparison of 9-1-1 System Alternatives
Cost Category
Positron Life Line 100
Positron VIPER
Power 911
Power MAP
Power MIS
Time Synchronization
System
Professional Services
One-Time Cost
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of
Ownership

Alternative 1:
Status Quo
Low
–
High
$- –
$–
- –
- –
- –
-

Alternative 2:
Partial Upgrade
Low
–
High
$- –
$–
50,000 –
75,000
- –
- –
-

Alternative 3:
Replace Equipment
Low
–
High
$- –
$70,000 –
105,000
75.000
50,000 –
- –
30,000 –
45,000

-

–

-

10,000

–

15,000

10,000

–

15,000

$0
27,628

–
–
–

$0
55,256

6,000
$66,000
33,154

–
–
–

9,000
$99,000
49,731

16,000
$176,000
88,410

–
–
–

24,000
$264,000
132,615

$27,628

–

$55,256

$99,154

–

$148,731

$399,461

– $1,119,337

Table 52: Comparison of Cost Assumptions for 9-1-1 System Alternatives
Cost Category
Positron Life Line 100

Alternative 1: Maintain
Status Quo

Alternative 3: Procure
New CAD

Continue using.

Replace

Do not procure.

Do not procure.

Procure at $35,000 per
position. Low estimate is
for 2 positions; high
estimate is for 3 positions.

Power 911

Do not procure.

Procure at $25,000 per
position to replace IAP
telephone sets. Low
estimate is for 2 positions;
high estimate is for 3
positions.

Procure at $25,000 per
position to replace IAP
telephone sets. Low
estimate is for 2 positions;
high estimate is for 3
positions.

Power MAP

Upgrade before June, 2009
at no cost.

Upgrade before June, 2009
at no cost.

Upgrade before June, 2009
at no cost.

Power MIS

Do not procure.

Do not procure.

Procure at a cost of $3040,000.

Time Synchronization
System

Do not procure.

Procure. Low estimate
assumes synchronizing one
network; high estimate two
networks.

Procure. Low estimate
assumes synchronizing one
network; high estimate two
networks.

Professional Services

None required.

Installation and training;
each assumed to cost 5%
of equipment costs.

Installation and training;
each assumed to cost 5%
of equipment costs.

Annual Maintenance
Costs

Assume $5-10,000
annually. 5% annual
increase.

Assume 10% of initial
equipment cost. 5%
annual increase.

Assume 10% of initial
equipment cost. 5%
annual increase.

Positron VIPER

Continue using.

Alternative 2: Upgrade
Sleuth
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Table 53: Cost Comparison of Dispatch System Alternatives
Alternative 1:
Status Quo

Cost Category

Alternative 3:
Procure New CAD

$$30,391

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$10,000
$10,000
32,806

Low
$22,500
10,000
33,000
12,000
$77,500
30,529

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$90,000
20,000
323,000
39,600
$472,600
103,329

Low
$77,000
39,000
221,000
42,000
$379,000
84,996

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$30,391

–

$42,806

$108,029

–

$575,929

$463,996

– $1,027,595

Low
Software
Interfaces
Hardware
Professional Services
Total One-Time Cost
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of
Ownership

Alternative 2:
Upgrade Sleuth

High
$268,000
66,500
326,000
122,000
$782,500
245,095

Table 54: Comparison of Cost Assumptions for Dispatch System Alternatives
Cost Category

Alternative 1: Maintain
Status Quo

Alternative 2: Upgrade
Sleuth
Full CAD licenses for 3
dispatch stations

CAD/Mapping Licenses

Continue using CAD as an
RMS module

No charge for additional
query-only workstations
Mapping included in CAD
application

Mobile/Mapping
Licenses

Server Costs

MDC Costs

Interface Costs

Alternative 3: Procure
New CAD
Full CAD and mapping
licenses for 3 dispatch
stations
Includes web browser

Not included

High estimate is for 25
mobile/mapping licenses

Mobile and mapping
licenses for 25 law
enforcement vehicles

None

3 server environments for
CAD/Mobile application
and Communications
Server: production,
backup and
training/testing

3 server environments for
CAD/Mobile application
and Communications
Server: production,
backup and
training/testing

None

High estimate includes
procurement of 20 mobile
computers at an estimated
cost $7000 per unit

Procurement of 20 mobile
computers at an estimated
cost range of $6000 $8000 per unit

Interface costs include
only NCIC (not statespecific)

Interface costs include
CCIC/NCIC, Master
Clock, Positron Lifeline,
Push-to-Talk and Paging.

One-way NCIC query (not
state-specific)

Sleuth does not provide
Master Clock, Push-toTalk or Paging interfaces.
NCIC low estimate is for

Low CCIC/NCIC estimate
is for integrated CommSys
server for one-way queries
to NCIC (not state-
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Alternative 1: Maintain
Status Quo

Alternative 2: Upgrade
Sleuth
one-way queries via an
integrated CommSys
NCIC server; High
estimate is for a two-way
CCIC/NCIC interface (not
provided by Sleuth)

Alternative 3: Procure
New CAD
specific)

No cost for Positron
Lifeline interface, which
has already been procured
but not implemented

Professional Services

Project management,
installation, training,
miscellaneous services (e.g.
travel expenses), and
system integration

Project management,
installation, training,
miscellaneous services (e.g.
travel expenses), data
conversion and system
integration.

Addition of CommSys
NCIC server increases
initial maintenance cost by
$437

Maintenance costs are
estimated to be 17% of
initial software and
interface upgrade costs
plus current maintenance
costs

Maintenance costs are
estimated to be 17% of
initial software and
interface costs

Assuming 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs.

Assuming 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs.

None

Current CAD maintenance
costs are $5500 annually

Maintenance Costs

Assuming 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs

Table 55: Cost Comparison of Law Enforcement Records Management System Alternatives

Cost Category

Software
Interfaces
Hardware
Professional Services
One-Time Cost
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of
Ownership

Low
$5,000
3,000
$8000
10,775

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$15,000
30,000
$45,000
10,775

Alternative 2:
Procure Regional RMS
from an Incumbent
Vendor
–
Low
High
$68,500 – $300,000
10,000 –
35,000
18,000 –
37,000
13,000 –
55,000
$110,500 – $427,000
52,390 –
234,471

$18,775

–

$55,775

$162,890

Alternative 1:
Status Quo

–

$661,471

Alternative 3:
Procure New RMS
Low
$97,000
3,000
18,000
15,000
$133,000
73,272

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$300,000
13,000
37,000
53,000
$403,000
229,342

$206,272

–

$632,342
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Table 56: Comparison of Cost Assumptions for Law Records Management System Alternatives
Alternative 2:
Cost Category

RMS Licenses

Alternative 1:
Maintain Status Quo
Add 3 query-only licenses
to each system to allow
other agency access to
RMS

Implement Regional
RMS from an Incumbent
Vendor
10 full licenses
10 concurrent field
reporting licenses

Alternative 3:
Procure New Regional
RMS
10 full licenses
Integrated with CAD

10 concurrent field
reporting licenses

Field Reporting
Licenses

None

Low estimate assumes field
reporting included in
Sleuth mobile application

JMS License

Included in Sleuth RMS

1 full license

1 full license

None

3 server environments for
RMS/JMS/AFR
application: production,
backup and
training/testing

3 server environments for
RMS/JMS/AFR
application: production,
backup and
training/testing

Server Costs

Interface Costs

Potentially duplicated costs
for other information
sharing options, including
creating a data warehouse
and subscribing to
COPLINK

Low NCIC interface
estimate assumes
integrated CommSys
NCIC server (Sleuth); high
estimate assumes two-way
interface with state access

Includes two-way
CCIC/NCIC interface

High estimates include
CAD interface for nonSleuth application
Project management,
installation, training,
miscellaneous services (e.g.
travel costs), data
conversion and system
integration

Project management,
installation, training,
miscellaneous services (e.g.
travel expenses), data
conversion and system
integration.

Professional Services

Implementation and
training costs associated
with data sharing options

Maintenance Costs

Maintenance cost estimates
combine estimated
individual agency
maintenance costs

Maintenance costs are
estimated to be 17% of
initial software and
interface costs

Maintenance costs are
estimated to be 17% of
initial software and
interface costs

Assume 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs

Assume 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs.

Assume 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs
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Table 57: Cost Comparison of Fire Records Management System Alternatives
Cost Category

Maintain Status Quo

Procure New Fire RMS

$$0
13,000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$3,000
5,000
$8,000
16,000

Low
$37,000
10,000
15,000
4,000
$66,000
27,000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$88,000
15,000
45,000
10,000
$158,000
30,000

Low
$5,000
10,000
15,000
3,000
$33,000
3,000

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

High
$88,000
15,000
45,000
15,000
$163,000
22,000

$13,000

–

$24,000

$93,000

–

$188,000

$36,233

–

$185,000

Low
Software
Interfaces
Hardware
Professional Services
One-Time Cost
Five-Year Maintenance
Total Five-Year Cost of
Ownership

Upgrade FIREHOUSE

Table 58: Comparison of Cost Assumptions for Fire Records Management System Alternatives
Cost Category

Maintain Status Quo

Upgrade FIREHOUSE

Procure New RMS
Low estimate assumes
web-based reporting
(similar to NFIRS)

High estimate includes
replacing Kremmling’s
NFIRSonline with
FIREHOUSE

FIREHOUSE Web for 5
Fire Districts

Mobile Licenses

None

High estimate includes 5
FIREHOUSE mobile
licenses

Low estimate does not
include mobile licenses;
high estimate assumes 5
licenses

Server Costs

High estimate includes
purchasing one server for
Kremmling

3 servers: application, web
and database

3 server environments for
RMS/JMS/AFR
application: production,
backup and
training/testing

Interface Costs

None

CAD interface

CAD interface

Professional Services

None

Installation and Training

Project management,
installation, and training,

Initial annual maintenance
fees are $1065 for East
Grand (5 licenses),
$625/year per other
districts with
FIREHOUSE, and
$140/year for Kremmling

Initial higher maintenance
cost estimate includes
$110/year per agency for
FIREHOUSE Mobile
application

Maintenance costs are
estimated to be 17% of
initial software and
interface costs

RMS Licenses

Maintenance Costs

Assume 5% annual

Does not provide
administrative modules

Assume 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs.

Assume 5% annual
increase in maintenance
costs
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Maintain Status Quo

Upgrade FIREHOUSE

Procure New RMS

increase in maintenance
costs
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Coverage Maps for Alternatives Analysis

Figure 25: Shared VHF Simulcast System (Two Sites) – Mobile Coverage

Coverage = 80%; Interference = 0%
Site Locations: Mount Chauncey & North Cottonwood
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Figure 26: Shared VHF Simulcast System (Two Sites) – Portable Coverage

Coverage = 62%; Interference = 0%
Site Locations: Mount Chauncey & North Cottonwood
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Figure 27: Shared VHF Simulcast System (Three Sites) – Mobile Coverage

Coverage = 85%; Interference = 0%
Site Locations: Mount Chauncey, North Cottonwood, & South Cottonwood
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Figure 28: Shared VHF Simulcast System (Three Sites) – Portable Coverage

Coverage = 68%; Interference = 0%
Site Locations: Mount Chauncey, North Cottonwood, & South Cottonwood
Assumptions: VHF simulcast sites assume the site locations and antenna heights noted Appendix
B.
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Figure 29: Existing State DTRS – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 53%
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Figure 30: Existing State DTRS – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 47%
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Figure 31: Expanded State DTRS (Two Additional Sites) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 59%
Additional Sites: Sunspot & a site northwest of Granby
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Figure 32: Expanded State DTRS (Two Additional Sites) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 53%
Additional Sites: Sunspot & a site northwest of Granby
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Figure 33: Expanded State DTRS (Three Additional Sites) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 60%
Additional Sites: Sunspot, a site northwest of Granby, & a site at Grand Lake Fire Station
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Figure 34: Expanded State DTRS (Three Additional Sites) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 54%
Additional Sites: Sunspot, a site northwest of Granby, & a site at Grand Lake Fire Station
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Figure 35: Expanded State DTRS (Four Additional Sites) – Mobile Talk-out Coverage

Coverage = 60%
Additional Sites: Sunspot, a site northwest of Granby, a site at Grand Lake Fire Station & a site at
Kremmling Fire Station
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Figure 36: Expanded State DTRS (Four Additional Sites) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Coverage = 54%
Additional Sites: Sunspot, a site northwest of Granby, a site at Grand Lake Fire Station & a site at
Kremmling Fire Station.
Notes/Assumptions: All non-DTRS sites assume: (1) 9 dB omni- directional antennas with vertical
polarization, Celwave Model A08609. (2) Antenna transmit and receive heights above ground equal
to 55ft; and (3) 7/8" foam coaxial line for all transmitters and receivers.
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Expanded State DTRS Analysis

Site Coverage Analysis
Portable (talk-in) coverage improvements of new and existing sites were evaluated in the County’s
towns including: Hot Sulphur Springs, Fraser, Granby, Grand Lake, Kremmling, and Winter Park;
town boundaries are outlined in blue in Figure 37 (below). Coverage improvements were also
measured in road sections that exhibited poor portable coverage on the existing State DTRS
network (these road sections are highlighted in red in Figure 37.
Note that portable (talk-in) coverage of the existing State DTRS was treated as a baseline for the
portable talk-in coverage improvement values of the sites noted in Table 59 – Table 61.
Figure 37: Existing State DTRS (Roads Highlighted) – Portable Talk-in Coverage

Hwy 34, south
of Grand Lake

Hwy 40, west
of Granby

Hwy, 40,
near Fraser
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Two-Site Coverage Analysis
Coverage improvements of the following combinations were evaluated in towns and roads:


Sunspot & a site northwest of Granby



Sunspot & a site at Grand Lake Fire Station



Sunspot & a site at South Cottonwood



Sites at South Cottonwood & Grand Lake Fire Station



A site northwest of Granby & at Grand Lake Fire Station
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Table 59: Two-Site Coverage Analysis

Town

Road
Section

Countywide

6

6

8

6

2

Hot Sulphur Springs

77

0

51

51

77

Fraser

93

93

98

67

0

Granby

0

0

0

0

0

Grand Lake

1

37

2

37

37

Kremmling

0

0

16

16

0

Winter Park

49

49

51

4

0

Hwy 34, south Grand Lake

0

47

5

52

48

Hwy 40, near Fraser

74

74

85

44

0

Hwy 40, west of Granby

80

1

6

4

80

Coverage Improvement

Bes t

Legend:
70% ‐ 100% covera ge i mprovement
40‐69% covera ge i mprovement
10% ‐ 39% covera ge i mprovement
Les s tha n 10% covera ge i mprovement
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Sunspot and a site northwest of Granby provided the best coverage improvement in the County’s towns
and main roads.

Three-Site Coverage Analysis
Coverage improvements of the following three-site combinations were evaluated in the County’s
towns and primary roads:


Sunspot, a site northwest of Granby & a site at Grand Lake Fire Station



Sunspot, a site at South Cottonwood & a site at Grand Lake Fire Station
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Table 60: Three-Site Coverage Analysis

Town

Road
Section

Countywide

7

9

Hot Sulphur Springs

77

51

Fraser

93

98

Granby

0

0

Grand Lake

37

37

Kremmling

0

16

Winter Park

49

51

Hwy 34, south Grand Lake

48

52

Hwy 40, near Fraser

74

85

Hwy 40, west of Granby

80

6

Coverage Improvement

Better

Legend:
70% ‐ 100% covera ge i mprovement
40‐69% covera ge i mprovement
10% ‐ 39% covera ge i mprovement
Les s tha n 10% covera ge i mprovement

Sunspot, a site northwest of Granby, and a site at Grand Lake Fire Station provided the most coverage
improvements in the County’s towns and main roads.
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Four-Site Coverage Analysis
Coverage improvements of the following four-site combinations were evaluated in the County’s
towns and primary roads:


Sunspot, and a site at northwest of Granby, Grand Lake Fire Station, and Kremmling Fire
Station



Sunspot, and a site at South Cottonwood, Grand Lake Fire Station, and Kremmling Fire
Station
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Table 61: Four-Site Coverage Analysis

Countywide

Town

Road
Section

7

9

Hot Sulphur Springs

77

51

Fraser

93

99

Granby

0

0

Grand Lake

37

37

Kremmling

53

53

Winter Park

49

51

Hwy 34, south Grand Lake

48

52

Hwy 40, near Fraser

74

85

Hwy 40, west of Granby

80

6

Coverage Improvement

Better

Legend:
70% ‐ 100% covera ge i mprovement
40‐69% covera ge i mprovement
10% ‐ 39% covera ge i mprovement
Les s tha n 10% covera ge i mprovement

Sunspot, and sites northwest of Granby, Grand Lake Fire Station and Kremmling Fire Station, provided the
best coverage improvement in the County’s towns and main roads.
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Most Likely Server Analysis for Expanded State DTRS

This appendix section contains a most likely server (portable talk-in) analysis which evaluates
potential 800 MHz site additions to the existing State DTRS at South Cottonwood, Dispatch (in Hot
Sulphur Springs), a location northwest of Granby and Sunspot. In general, the results of this most
likely server (portable talk-in) analysis corresponded with the results of the coverage analysis
contained in the Site Coverage Analysis in this appendix.
As with the previous 800 MHz coverage maps, the color shaded areas depict points where voice
communications has a Delivered Audio Quality (DAQ) of 3.4 (or higher) with a 95% confidence,
using a -105 dB signal and 2% bit error rate threshold.
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Figure 38: 800MHz Site at South Cottonwood – Most Likely Server Analysis

The red shaded area depicts regions where the portable talk-in communications signals would be the
strongest for a new site in South Cottonwood. The green shaded area depicts regions where portable
talk-in communications signals would be the strongest for the State DTRS, a new site in dispatch (at
Hot Sulphur) and Sunspot.
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Figure 39: 800MHz Site at Grand Lake Fire Station – Most Likely Server Analysis

The red shaded area depicts regions where the portable talk-in communications signals would be the
strongest for a new site in Grand Lake Fire Station. The green shaded area depicts regions where
portable talk-in communications signals would be the strongest for the State DTRS, a new site in
dispatch (at Hot Sulphur) and Sunspot.
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Figure 40: 800MHz Site at Dispatch (in Hot Sulphur) – Most Likely Server Analysis

The red shaded area depicts regions where the portable talk-in communications signals would be the
strongest for a new site at Dispatch (in Hot Sulphur Springs). The green shaded area depicts regions
where portable talk-in communications signals would be the strongest for the State DTRS, a new
site in Grand Lake Fire Station and Sunspot.
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Figure 41: Upgraded 800 MHz Sunspot Site – Most Likely Server Analysis

The red shaded area depicts regions where the portable talk-in communications signals would be the
strongest for a new site in Sunspot. The green shaded area depicts regions where portable talk-in
communications signals would be the strongest for the State DTRS and a new site in Grand Lake
Fire Station.
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Figure 42: 800MHz Site Northwest of Granby – Most Likely Server Analysis

The red shaded area depicts regions where the portable talk-in communications signals would be the
strongest for a new site northwest of Granby. The green shaded area depicts regions where portable
talk-in communications signals would be the strongest for the State DTRS and Sunspot.
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Figure 43: Proposed Site Northwest of Granby

(40° 06' 50'', −106° 01' 32'')

* Coordinates are based on the NAD 83 referencing system.
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Table 62: Microwave Link Reliability of Proposed Site Combinations
Link
Reliability
(%)

Link

Site Name / Location

Hops

Passive
Repeaters

2

1

3

1

3

1

3

0 (b)

2

0

3

1

3

1

4

2

4

2

2-SITE COMBINATION
Sunspot / Northwest of
Granby
Sunspot / Grand Lake Fire
Station

Sunspot / South Cottonwood

South Cottonwood / Grand
Lake Fire Station
Northwest of Granby/ Grand
Lake Fire Station

Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
Northwest of Granby
Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
Grand Lake Fire Station
Dispatch
Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
South Cottonwood
Dispatch
South Cottonwood
Grand Lake Fire Station
Dispatch
Northwest of Granby
Grand Lake Fire Station

<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>

Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Dispatch
Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Table Mnt. (DTRS site)
Grouse Mnt. (DTRS site)
Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Blue Ridge (DTRS Site)
Grouse Mnt. (DTRS site)
Blue Ridge (DTRS Site)
Table (DTRS Site)
Grouse (DTRS Site)
Dispatch
Table (DTRS site)

99.998
99.996
99.997
99.998
99.996
99.993
(a)
99.998
99.996
99.98
(a)
99.980
99.993
(a)
99.997
99.993

Northwest of Granby
Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
Grand Lake Fire Station
South Cottonwood
Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
Grand Lake Fire Station

<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>

Dispatch
Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Table (DTRS Site)
Blue Ridge (DTRS Site)
Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Table (DTRS Site)

99.997
99.998
99.996
99.993
99.980
99.998
99.996
99.993

Northwest of Granby
Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
Grand Lake Fire Station
Kremmling Fire Station
Passive Repeater B
South Cottonwood
Sunspot
Passive Repeater A
Grand Lake Fire Station
Kremmling Fire Station
Passive Repeater B

<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>
<—>

Dispatch
Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Table (DTRS Site)
Passive Repeater B
Grouse (DTRS site)
Blue Ridge (DTRS Site)
Passive Repeater A
Mines (DTRS site)
Table (DTRS Site)
Passive Repeater B
Grouse (DTRS site)

99.997
99.998
99.996
99.993
99.999
99.988
99.980
99.998
99.996
99.993
99.999
99.988

3-SITE COMBINATION
Northwest of Granby /
Sunspot / Grand Lake Fire
Station
South Cottonwood / Sunspot
/ Grand Lake Fire Station
4-SITE COMBINATION
Northwest of Granby /
Sunspot / Grand Lake Fire
Station / Kremmling Fire
Station

South Cottonwood / Sunspot
/ Grand Lake Fire Station /
Kremmling Fire Station

Notes:
(a) Link reliability of the reflector between Grouse Mountain and Dispatch was not tested. It is assumed that
with a new hop, the link reliability would exceed minimum required thresholds.
(b) It is assumed that the existing passive reflector between Grouse and Dispatch will not require replacement.
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